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Bundy
.. . ....
Rancourt, an 18-year-old freshIn February of 1975, bOOily re- ance. · ···
. man from Anchorage, Alaska, dis- .' tnains found in the Taylor MounThe confessions were seen as a
appeared from Central' s campus on tain area east of Seattle were posi- last ditch effort for a final stay of
Convicted killer Ted Bundy the night of April 17, 1974. · She tivelyidentifiedasRancourt's. The execution by prison officials, as
admitted to the 1974 murder of reportedly never made it back to her remains· of several other missing . Bundy's lawyers asked for an addiCWU student Susan Elaine Ran- Barto room from a meeting for fu- young Northwest · women were tional three years oflife in exchange
court and others before Tuesday's ture residence hal~ supervisors · in found in surrounding areas.
for the information.
execution.
Munson Hall.
·
. · After searching for a common
In all, Bundy, in a 1-1/2 hour
The confession came after
interview
with Utah detective DenShe was described as 5-foot-2- link between the women, police
Bundy's request for a stay of execu- inches tall, 120-130 pounds, white found that two of those still miss- nis Couch, confessed to killing 20
tion was unanimously denied by a American female with shoulder- ing had been seen with a man call- women in Washington, Idaho, Utah
federal appeals court in Atlanta last .length blonde hair and blue eyes.
ing himself "Ted" before their and Colorado.
week. Bundy has been under three
Bundy is thought to be responRancourt's parents offered a disappearance. Upon release of
separate death sentences for the $1,000 reward for information on these clues, two CWU women sible for as many as 36 deaths across
1978 murders of Florida women- her whereabouts and campus police reported having met a man of his the nation.
he was never brought to trial for any officers engaged in an exhaustive description outside Bouillon Hall · Bundy's admittance of guilt
of the killings committed in Wash- search, but Rancourt was not to be - Central' s library at the time however, did not sway the governor
ington state.
found.
the night ofRancourt's disappear- of Florida, Bob Martinez, to delay
, his trip to the electric chair.
"The governor made it abundantly
clear that he doesn't negotiate with
murderers," said the governors
could not reach him by telephone. spokesman, Jon Peck.
Susan Elaine Rancourt, one of
Kimball said although he was unBundy was never tried for the
able to contact him, he is fairly cer- Washington murders, but was con- Bundy's victims, was a member
tain his friend is okay. He called his victed of the murders of two Florida
of Central's karate class in the
friend several times and reached a State University co-eds and a 12winter of 1974. (File photo)
different household because the year-old girl.
"r.i~on~.syst~m ,Yt~:,qi_d!§~Y,~. ?,.i; 'il' .• ;.Eludingtheelectricchairforover
. " While in the disaster area, Kim- a decade through 1ega1 channels,
electrocution Tuesday, J:.in. 24 at
ball worked in hospital facilities and Bundy was finally executed by
4 a.m. (7 a.m. EST).
make-shift field clinics along with ·
doctors and paramedics from the
Seattle/King County disaster team .
. and Alaskan search dog handlers ..
He said he · experienced an out- ,
pouring of respect, support and
gratitude from the Armenians.
· · According to Kimball, one man
told him if this had happened to him
alone he probably would have killed
himself, but because it happened to
"all of us together," he could find
the strength to go on.
"The first toast was made wrist to
wrist in order to make no noise, out
of respect for the dead. The second
was made by clinking the glasses
together and drinking to life," sajd
Kimball, as he explained how the
Armenians dealt with last month's
'. earthquake disaster.
"The Armenian people were brave
and strong. They maintained a high
level of civilization despite the literal crumbling of the world around
them," Kimball said. "They have a
Professor Steve Kimball accompanied the cnsis-retiefteam that
very strong sense of history. They
helped Armenian earthquake victims. (Photo courtesy University
are aware of the adversity faced and
News)
Ted Bundy, as drawn from descriptions during the 1974 investigariving with the medical team in survived by their ancestors." That,
by HEATHER A. COUGHLIN
according to Kimball, gives them tion of missing Northwest women. (File illustration)
Yerevan on Dec. 13.
Staff Writer
· ·
He then traveled to Leninakan, strength and hope.
~

Compiled from Campus Crier files

Prof assists Armenian crisis

Steve Kimball, foreign language
professor at Central, worked with a
Seattle-based emergency medical
team interpreting Russian, (Russian and Armenian are different
languages, though most Armenians speak some Russian) and digging through the rubble for survivors and victims.
Kimball spent 10 days in Armenia. After receiving a call on Dec.
12 requesting his assistance, he
departed almost immediately, ar-

~~~n~~a~~~ - ,111111111111111111111111~

where he did the· majority of his '
whatever the person had - ciga- ·
interpreting. "
·
rettes,
,tea or food:_____ as payment for ·
He had been in Armenia two years
his
work.
Although he had no need
prior to this trip while studying in a _,
for
payment,
he accepted it, realizresearch exchange program. '. - ·· ·
ing
it
was
the
only way many of the
He was based in .Moscow and
people
could
thank
him.
Leningrad while studying, and went
"Many
people
told
me that if it (a
on a sightseeing trip to Armenia
major
catastrophe)
happened
here
with his wife, Stella. Kimball said
they
would
come
to
help,"
he
said,
the devastation that occurred in that
area was unimaginable.
While working in Armenia, he
See Armenia page 3
tried to contact a friend of his but
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Te.a cher.· shortage.,d.g.b~t~4.amopg .,experts
by JENNY MATHEWS
. education are the hardest to fill~ · ', .. · Frye .said the National Educati~n · ct11~ulati~e GPA and pass ·a basic · ogy one mu~t take 24 credits. Of
Staff Writer
· In Washington state this holds true. »" Association does not agree with ·~· skills testto qualify for iBdmittance. those 24 credits, classes in genetics,
- - - - - - - - - - - -·. Special.. education, the biological Feistritzer.Itclrumsthereisashort- · "You must pass that 'test. If you : the evolutionary theory, biology,
Recently the National Center for ,. ·sciences,andniinorityteacbing .are age and has data to prove-it. Frye ·: don'tp~sit,youdon'tgetin;"says botany, and zoology are required.
Education Information released a . ,- areas facing a shortage. · ~: /f/,/ : says .th~i,r statement-is t~ s.i~plis;:; :.Frye. He_admits such requirements ·
English,'history and other fields
report stating there may not be a .
According to ·assistant dean.' and , tic. ~;'~~~. ' ~ . ·
;~·;.r ,-~. ~,,· . are,stringe~t, ~ut~~~ is nolac~.of havesimilairequirements.Fryesays
shortage of teachers, some educa~ · . director· of certification in educa~ 1 Overall ~e~ ap~·· to be ·no .,.. applican~~\.~; · , ,:. '
··
«one day teachers will teach only
tion experts disagree.
. tion, Ronald Frye, "we (Central) "!""' sbortage-in,teachers" Only -certain ,,,..,· In the ·past :Washington simply · what they are qualified to teach.
Other surveys indicate there is a . could train or place probablyl be-~~~ ~ areas have'
problems and steps issued a standard teaching certifiFrye warns would-be teachers not
shortage of teachers in elementary' tween 30 and 50 more speeial edu:er,.,
nbeing-l"taken '"low; co~red that: '.' cate good for kindergarten through ' . to limit themselves geographically.
junior high, high sch?Ol, and col- cationteacberseveryyear,thanwe ". WashingtonstatehasaJ.soc~anged . 12thgrade.Itmeantonecouldteach .Most jobs are to be found in relalege levels.
·
are now." He adds, Central's biol- its attitude about h~~ teacht;rs an:.1 any grade, any ~ubject. As a result tively small districts.
c. EmilyFeistritzer, theauthorof ogy students ~e'not going OU~ and ·~ tr&m~~t'~ .. ""~:.:"~ ,
~~r"~- ~ teach~rs'couldb~placedinsubjec~
Frye a~ds; "If an individual has
the report, doesn't see it that way. immediately .'getting · jobs3 ·0ne .~· ~t Central..the edricaiion ,$1epart-'... they«~ere. ttt>t , qu~~fied to teach . . , proven himself academically, in
She sees a teacher glut instead. ..
important priority is encouraging ment -is the most difficult under-. At Central it is ~uired students student teaching and has the ability
Certain areas have a shortage of minorities to enter the education graduate progfam to get into. .-' ·
take a c.ertain number of credits in · topresenthimselfwell-he'sgoing
teachers. Special and bilingual program.
Currently on~ ;mqst. h.ave a ~.74 thefieldthey ·~anttoteach.lnbiol- to get ajob."
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Funding for higher .ed.u~ation ·-µp .
I

by BENJY MOGENSEN
Staff Writer
States have increased their spending by 12.4 percent on public colleges within the last two years.
According to the Washington State
Current Law Operating Budget of
1989-91, there will be an increase
of 15 percent in the next biennium.
Although the Center for Higher
Education at Illinois State University found in its new report that
states are increasing their spending
for higher education, there is a
smaller financial commitment to
campuses, said Rich Novak of the
American Association of State
Colleges and Universities in Wash-

ington, D.C.
Washington State spends approximately 8.7 percent of its budget on
higher education.
"In 1987-88, states spent 8.1 percent of their budgets to support
higher education," Novak said.
Gov. Booth Gardner has recommended, in the "Current Law Operating Budget" publication, an overall increase of 17.7 percent ~n .support of higher education.
In the biennium of '87-'89 Central
received $69,694,002. With
Gardner's proposal for the '89-'91
biennium, Central will receive
$75,262,554 to support the institu'."
tion.

News
News
News
Bundy family shocked
Following his confessions to the
murders of eight women in 1974,
the family of Ted Bundy, who met
his end in the electric chair on
Tuesday, says it is devastated by
his admittance of guilt. His mother,
Louise Bundy of Tacoma, says
she had always believed her son to
be innocent of the charges.

No goggles for flyers
According to the Orange County
Register, a California newspaper,
most of the Army National Guard's
helicopter pilots are unprepared
for dangerous night flying missions. The report says the pilots
are trained inadequately due to a
nationwide shortage of night-vision goggles.

Texas Georges unite

Edward Teller, the "father" of the ·
hydrogen bomb. Teller told physi-·
cists at George Washington University that the object could be
blown to harmless pieces by an
H-bomb and the world should be
prepared to do so. Teller cited the
1980 meteorite that exploded over
a Siberian forest with a force of
12-megatons.

,t

Jim Pappas, dean of admission
at Central, said,' "The largest percentage of the money the state
spends on supporting higher education will go to community colleges."
I

.

The report from the Center for
Higher Education found that nationwide, states increased their
spending on community colleges
by 15 percent. ·
There is better funding for community colleges because lawmakers
see them "devised to achieve specific purposes of benefit to both
higher education and the state,"
stated Edward R. Hines, director of
the Center for Higher Education.
Pappas said that approximately 66
percent of the funding goes to
community colleges and 26 percent
to four-year institutions. ·
There is also an increase in student
aid funding. There was a general
increase of 20 percent nationwide,
since the 1985-86 school year. ·
.

See higher education page 3
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The Rev. Richards preaches his views on the state of black
youth outside Central's language and literature building.
(Photo by Gina Myer)

--------------------------------------------HAIRCUTS & STYLE
MENS - s200 OFF
WOMENS - s200 OFF

Legends rock to fame

reg. $12.00
reg. $1s.oo

(Shampoo, condition, cut, blow dry & style)

Five legends of the rock-n-roll
generation were inducted into the
Rock-N-Roll Hall Of Fame this
week at New York's WaldorfAstoria Hotel. A star-studded audience watched as The Rolling
Stones, Stevie Wonder, The
Temptations, Otis Redding and
Dion Dimucci were honored.
Performers for the show included
many of the honorees with Bruce .
Springsteen, Tina Turner, Little
Richard, Paul . Simon and Lou
Reed.

Honoring only the second George
to be elected to the pr~sidency of
the United States, a lot of them got
together at the Omos Pharmacy in .Bush boogies in D.C.
San Antonio, Texas to watch the
Joining a "jam session" on the
inaguration and form a new club. stage of the D.C. Convention
The George Club, which is lim- , Center, George Bush, playing a
ited to San Antonio residents white electric guitar, let his hair ..
named George, reached its limit down on inaugural evening; The
of membership at 34 Georges. The 64-year-old president was prereasoning? There are only 34 seats sented the guitar with the insignia
at the pharmacy.
·
"The Prez" at a celebration for
Bomb could kill meteor young Americans. Earlier in the
A giant meteorite could someday evening, the new president and
crash into the Earth with the power his wife Barbara danced to the
of a 12-megaton bomb, says sounds of"Put on Your High Heel
·Shoes" near their table.
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925-2320

SALE

s39aa reg. $47

Includes shampoo, cut, style. Some perm not recommended for bleached or frosted
hair. All perms are guaranteed.
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Graduat~students

get funds

Dale Comstock, dean of graduate studies and research.
(Photo by Mike Patnode)
by DAINA MURRAY
Patricia Roberts Harris Fellowship
Staff Writer
Program. It is the only public instiThe CWU psychology department tution in Washington to receive
has money to award to two deserv- these fellowships at the masters
ing students, according to Psychol- level.
The program is designed for miogy Department Chairman John
norities pursuing their masters in
Silva.
Central was selected to receive counseling psychology. Women are
two additional fellowships in the considered minorities under this

program, Silva said.
Dale Comstock, dean of graduate
studies and research, said that the
fellowship pays tuition and fees for
four quarters, plus up to $10,000 for
other expenses. He also said that a
selection committee has the choice
of renewing the fellowships for a
second year.
Silva reminds students that they
must qualify for financial aid to be
_accepted in the fellowship program.
Comstock and Silva both encourage applicants to apply as soon as
possible for the 1989-90 academic
year. The decision will be made on
or before July 1, the same deadline
as admission for fall quarter.
Qualifications for applicants include admission to the graduate
program, a minimum 3.0 GPA in
the last two years of undergraduate
study, GRE scores, transcripts, reference letters and a statement of
objectives.
Interested students may pick up
applications in' the Graduate Admissions and Records office, Bouillon 205.

ecruit activities
entral' s Career Planning and
lacement Center, located in
arge 105, invites students to
isit the office to register for
ervice, maintain current placeent files, keep posted on
ampus interviews and current
·obs and discuss career concerns
egarding career goals.
OB SEARCH WORKSHOP:
Job Search Workshop is being
resented by Robert D. Malde,
areer Planning and Placement
enter, January 31, February 1, at 3-4 p.m., Shaw-Smyser
106. Topics covered: The Job
earch - Getting started, Resme writing, and Interviewing.
ECRUITING ACTIVITIES
WINTER '89
summary of the scheduled
ecruiting activities are shown
elow. Please stop by CPPC if
ou wish to keep current here may be ,additions to this

list of recruiters.
SOMETHING FOR AL
MAJORS- EMPLOYER
ARE PRE-SCREENING: Th
following firms plan to inter
view after they have pre
screened interested candidates
Sign-up and required materi
should be at CPPC by the dead
line indicated for each employer
**U.S. CIA (Jan. 26) Profes
sional Opportunities - All Ma
jors;
**Aetna (Jan. 26) Claims Serv
ice Adm/Professional.
**Safeco (Feb. 6) Actu.ari
positions;
**EDS (Feb. 6) Systems Engi
neering Development Program
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Sign-up a week in advance o
See CP&PC page 6

'89 ACT longer and more difficult ~:~:~m ~~e~cation: Funds to rise
(CPS) Starting next fall, about I
million college applicants will take
an ACT (American College Testing) program exam that is longer,
demands more scientific knowledge
and requires more abstract thinking
than previous versions of the test, .
ACT officials report.
The first thing students will notice, ACT President Richard L.
Ferguson said, is that it will take
about 15 extra minutes to take the
new ACT, which is the major standardized admissions test at many

midwestemand western campuses.
Ferguson said his Iowa-based
· company wanted to revise the test
because some colleges complained
that it sometimes did not weed out
applicants who arrived on their
campuses still in need of remedial
courses.
"There is a much more heterogeneous group going to college,"
Ferguson said. "As colleges are
challengedbystudentswithabroad
range of skills, they need better
information for placement~"

r- - -

--,

I
:

Ferguson noted that while the ACT
used to give schools five scores or
ratings of a student's abilities, it
will now provide 12 scores.
Students will receive an overall
score in English as well as scores on
mechanical and rhetorical skills.
In math, students will get an overall score and separate scores on prealgebra, elementary algebra, intermediate algebra and coordinate
geometry,planegeometryandtrigonometry.

Office Hours By Appointment

I
.·

FREE DELIVERY 962-1833

"I haven't seen a large increase in
funding in the short time I've been
here," said Pat McTee, financial aid
director at Central.
The biggest chunk of money for
student aid goes towards "need
grants." The total for these grants is
$600,020.
The state budget also provides for
tuition waivers, short term loans,
work study and other grants and
loans.

Phone: (509) 925-1000

WILLIAM R. MEYER, O.D., P.S.

:

Doctor of Optometry

: Buy one hamburger dip get :
I
FREE / II Ellensburg,
511N.PineStreet
I
*NEW HOURS*
0 ne
WA 98926
I
I

The money budgeted to the student
aid program is related to the number
of people on campus.
"The biggest problem now is that
there are more people that want to
come to school than control dollars
which are available," said Joe Antonich, a controller at Central.
There are few control dollars available per student, and the demand of
students is so great to attend Central
that there is not enough money
available.
Though other institutions have recently suffered painful cutbacks,
Central has n.ot suffered faculty
cutbacks since the '81-'83 biennium.

VISUAL EXAMINATIONS
CONTACT LENSES

Armenia:

11 a.m. to 11 p.m. Mon. thru Fri.

I

I

11 a.m. to 8 p.m. Saturday

c~~~nooSoo~lN~~

Bring in your Marketing Club coupon
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10% off clearance racks
Junior Fashions- $7 each, 2 for $12

"Where $10 or Less
Buys the Best"
422 N. Pine
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Sp.aghett:i Tuesday

pizza
place

716 E 8th.

]

All you can eat
spaghetti served with
garlic bread and salad
every Tuesday 5-7p.m.
$4.99 .
925-9855

Prof translates
for quake relief
Continued from page 1
adding that although the people were
very sincere in their offer, the likelihood of the Soviet government
allowing them to do so is small.
Nonetheless, Kimball said that the
offer meant a great deal to him and
the people who made it.
"It became very important to find
the dead because the families were
waiting in the extreme cold until all
their family members were found," .
he said.
According to Kimball, many of
the families "set up camp" amidst
the rubble while waiting for news of
friends and relatives.
Kimball said he will return to
Armenia to honor the people's request that he ''see what Armenia is
really like, after it has been rebuilt.''
Kimball will speak about his efforts in Armenia tonight at Hebeler
Auditorium. The program is free
and begins at 7 :30 p.m.
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Guardian Angels talk about stopping crime
in September. "I got involved be- physically assaulted.
Guardian Angels do not patrol the
cause I got tired of seeing all of this "Some guy took a swing at one of streets alone. Depending on how
(Yakima'sdrugproblem).I'mgoing us, sowetookhimdownand waited experienced the members are, they
to be a father soon and I don't want for the police. They arrived in a hit the streets in groups of two,
my kid being approached by these matterofminutes,"Stuartsaid. "We three, six or eight. During the cold
people," Stuart said.
are really lucky to have the support months they use cars and communiMost of the people the Guardian that we do from the police depart- cate with two-way radios.
Angels come into contact with are ment."
Each day the Guardian Angels go
drug dealers.
·"We've been shot at twice. The on patrol they face drug dealers
"We spend about four hours every shots were up in the air to warn us," who don't like them. Bottles are
Friday and Saturday night down in Stuart said. Luckily the police were thrown at them, obscenities are
the hole," Stuart said. The hole is an right there to back us up."
yelled at them, and people have
area three to four blocks from the While the Guardian Angels are on threatened to shoot them.
Yakima Mall.
patrol, they continually see drugs But nothing keeps the Guardian
"We just walk down the streets, and and money exchanging hands.
Angels from patrolling the streets.
if we see people dealing we'll go "If we see drugs, we'll slap it out of "When people drive by and honk, it
and hang out with them," Stuart ' their hands," Stuart said. "One guy makes it all worth-while," said
said. Hopefully when people drive had a bag of cocaine and he dumped Stuart.
by they'll know that we're going tO' it into the snow when he saw us."
The Guardian Angels feel good
get involved. We're going to step in
about what they are doing for Yaand not let them make their sale." Most of the dealers carry the drugs kima.
In the five months this chapter has down the front of their pants. If we Stuart said, "The hole has gotten
been in operation, it has seen its see someone buy it and stuff it, we better. We don't see as many drug
can place him under citizen's arrest runners. And three drug houses have
share of activity.
"We have placed five people under and have a cop search him. But we been shut down."
(citizen's) arrest, using minimal have to be careful not to arrest In order to become a Guardian
force to contain the person until the someone on an assumption," Stuart Angel, an applicant must be 16 years
said.
Yakima police arrive."
old or older and have no criminal
In the short time the Angels have Stuart explained that they intimi- record. Once the applicant has been
been on the streets, the drug dealers date the dealers by being on the accepted, he must undergo three
have begun to fear them.
streets.
months of street-style martial arts
Stuart explained, "When we arrested Guardian Angel trainer Stacy Edin- training.
one guy he just stood there until the ger said, "If we stand on the comer "We train the Angels to back away
Rod McMillan, assistant professor of law and justice talks with
police arrived. Sometimes people with the dealers, in 10 minutes and keep from getting shot," EdinGuardian Angels during their visit to the CWU campus.
will see us and run in the other they'll have no business at all. ger said. "We are out there to watch
(Photo by Mike Patnode) direction."
They'll tell us, 'You're ruining our what is going on. Our motto is 'we
Last week was the first time any of business,' but big deal, that's the dare to care."
by LISA AIKEN
to fight crime and provide positive the Guardian Angels have been point."
Staff Writer
role models for children. It is run
They wear red berets decorated solely on donations by private citiwith pins and tassels. Their shirts zens and businesses.
are white, each with a large red Founded in 1979 in New York, the
insignia across the front. They walk original chapter began with 13
the streets of Yakima looking for members. It has grown to over 5,000
trouble.
members in 61 American and CaNo, this isn't the description of a nadian cities.
gang. These people are members of The Yakima chapter of Guardian
the recently founded Yakima chap- Angels has been active since Septer of Guardian Angels. Members tember. Currently there are 15
of the group were invited to speak members, men and women of all
last week to law and justice students races and backgrounds.
at Central.
Assistant chapter leader Barry
Guardian Angels are a non-profit Stuart, 21, has been involved with
organization that volunteers its time the Guardian Angels since it began
Maynard .Linder

Get

BACK

Into The

Swing Of Things!

Chiropractic
Center
962-2570

DR.
DR.
DR.

Big John's
Drive-In

Myron Linder
Sandy Linder

1101 N. Alder, Ellensburg Located Close to Campus

specializing in the Big John Burger

"A MEAL IN ITSELF'

925-5900

908 East

10~

WE DELIVER

is offering eight full-time summer jobs conducting public tours of the
SKAGIT HYDROELECTRIC PROJECT in the North Cascades.
Applicants must have a minimum of two years experience involving
leadership, sales, public speaking. Experience also with handicapped
and/or elderly, and foreign languages are desireable. Guides are required to live on-site five days a week. Valid Washington State Driver's
License, first aid card, and CPR certification must be obtained before
starting work. Applications are due February 17, 1989
Contact: Seattle city light
Skagit tours office
1015 - 3rd Ave. Room 809
(206) 684 - 3113
Seattle, WA 98104
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Now serving Hqh~ylfJlls
non-fat frozen yogurt
Fourth St. Frozen Yogurt Shop
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Airborne school gives ROTC cadets new outlook
Adams, "is when you 're on the plane
pace.
The next week students jump from for the first time, watching every34 and 250-foot towers.
body disappear out the door. You
"It's scary when they suck you up have no idea whether their chutes
the tower and then just drop you," are opening or whether your own
says Gregoire.
chute is going to open."
Students are weeded out in the For Dawson the scariest part of
first two weeks. If one steps out of jumping came when he jumped at
two formation runs in either week, night and "noticed I was right over
it's over. Injuries also contribute to the trees and going right into them."
the loss. Out of the 600 original He calls this a tree landing. "Tree:students in Grngoire's class, 470 bome" quipped Adams.
graduated.
Permin found watching his buddy
They jump from the planes five across from him on the plane to be
times. "The first time you're ex- the most intense part of his expericited, but nervous too. After that
you 're always a little nervous, but it
gets better." Gregoire says. He adds
Rich Gregoire.
The public is being invited to take
(Photo by Mike Patnode) thatthe fifth jump is the most excitpart in a variety of winter events
ing because afterward is graduation
by JENNY MATHEWS
sponsored by Central Washington
where cadets receive their parachute
Staff Writer
University's Women's Resource
wings.
Center, according to director Kathy
Central airborne graduates have
Leadership and excellence start
Courtney.
here at Central's AirnyROTC unit. their own ideas about the most
Three afternoon seminars, a
A most recent example of these exciting, scary, or worst part of
couple of new organizations and
qualities is Rich Gregoire, senior, school.
several health-related classes are
Permin found being the first to
who spent three weeks at Airborne
being offered on campus. · ·
jump from the C-130 plane the most
school in Fort Benning, GA.
Offered are programs in women's
Other cadets who have gone in- nerve-racking.
· aerobics, Tuesdays and Thursdays
"Being the door-man is exciting
clude seniors John Hoefert, Jeff
at 6 p.m.; Tai Chi on Monday,
and
scary, because when the door .
Permin, Chris Dawson, Mark
Wednesday and Friday mornings at
opens you have about a minute and
Adams, and James Jolly.
7 o'clock; and women's massage,
During the three week training a half to stare at the ground, " said
with Wednesday evening instrucstudents concentrate on physical and Permin. "It really freaks you out."
tion.
technical trainln~, and finally the Being behind the doorman doesn't
Quarterly fees range from $15 to
entail any thinking, you just jump,
jump itself.
$25. Those interested may register
Ground-and-tower weeks require he added.
at ·CWU' s Extended University
According to Hoefert, thoughts of
physical training every day.
Programs, Barge Hall 401.
The students run in formation no the actual jump don't even occur
Winter seminars include "Women
further than three miles at an 8- until the doors of the plane are actuWho Lov.e Too Much," presented
minute pace. Females run in a sepa- ally open.
Thursday by CWU counselor Jackie
"One of the scariest parts," said
rate formation at a 9 to 10-minute
Wittman; "Assertiveness Trainil)g,"

ence. "Just watching him sweat,"
he recalls. He also remembers his
own night ,jamp - "There's two
infrared lights on the plane and all
you can see are everybody's shadows."
The scary moments weren't just
in the air. "The worst part was when
you're standing in your very first ·
fon_nation and all the black hats
(drill sergeants) come in all at once.
They come in with such a force an~
you .think the whole world has just
turned wrong." Adams recalls. ·
Gregoire remembers things dif- :

ferently and claims one of the more
exciting moments for him was
"having the black hats give you
crap for really screwing up."
They all _had good times they can
agree on. Permin said the food is
excellent. Gregoire agrees, "three
good meals a day and they tum you
into a soft butterball."
They were unanimous in agreeing
on the best part, besides weekends
at the Sheraton, was "seeing Fort
Benning through your rearview
mirror."

Resource Center sponsors seminars
. (for women participants only) taught
Feb. 16 by Nancy Howard, Central
affirmative action director; and
March 6-10 campus events commemorating national' Women's
· History Week.
A feminist growth group, meeting Tuesdays at 7 p.m.,. and a
. women's networking club, meeting
All education majors who are planning to
their ED 300 (September Experience),
ption II Entry Phase, or Student Teaching
fall, winter or spring of the upcoming school
ear ('89-'90) must attend one of the meet·
h d d
&
·
mgs sc e u1e as io11ows:
Jan. 3l, or February 1 or 2 , 1989,
. .
3 p.m. at Hebeler
Auditonum.
.
.
. .
. Stude~ts will receive ~pphcauon forms,
mformatton on completton of the forms,
and dates and times for returning them.
0

Mondays at 5 :30 p.m., are also open
to intereste~ community members.
Additional information may be
obtained by calling 963-2127 or by
dropping by the CWU Women's
Resource Center, Special Services
Building 158, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
weekdays.
can be obtained in Bouillon 205, or call 9633103. Graduate students who are c~rrently
employed a~ CWU for the first um~ as
grad~at~ assistants als~ need to ~ubmit an
~pphca~~n by Feb._ 15 if th~y are mterested
m obtammg an assistantship for next year.
G
·
·
·
radu.atestudentsaremterestedmtheass1stantship program are also requested to sub· . a p·manci'al A'd
. ·
m1t
i App1ication,
avai·1a ble
in the Financial Aid office.

ENGLISH 101 AND 301 EXEMPTION
EXAMS
GRADUATE ASSISTANTSHIPS
.
.
. .
The winter quarter English exemption
Graduate Assistantship apphcat1ons for
. be h Id J
3
Summer Quarter 1989 and for the 1989-90 ~xam wi11
e on an.. 31 • 1989•at. ~.m.
academic year are due by Feb. 15 in the m the ~guage and Literature Buildmg,
Graduate Admissions and Records office, room
·
Register for the exam in the English DeBouillon 205. Applications and information
partment office, LL 423, before Jan. 30.

4

IT'S TIME TO SIGN UP FOR L/PSYNC '89.
PUT YOURSELF ON THE EXCJTING SIDE
OF THE SCREEN, WE MEAN CURTAIN!
ACT REGISTRATION FORMS ARE
DUE FRIDAY, JANUARY 27.
UP5YNC '89,
FEBRUARY 3,
7:00 P.M., AT
McCONNELL
AUDITORIUM.
FOR MORE
INFO, ASK
AT THE
UNIVERSITY
STORE.

........·..............
.............................................

....-·...·...·...................... .

...........•. ......~.:.:.:.:.: .: -:·:·:·=·=.:-:·:·.·...·.....·........
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now how do I get down?
CP &PC continued from page 3
campus visit: The following
organizations will have representatives on campus to interview interested candidates during winter quarter. Sign-up
schedules are posted one week,
to the day, before the arrival of
the interviewers .. .campus visit
date shown.
Northwestern Mutual Life- Feb.
9, (Sales and Consulting);
JELD-WEN, Inc. - Feb. 10,
(Production Mgmt Training);
also group meeting/8:15 a.m.,
Barge 105 - open to all/sign in
advance at CP&PC;Target
Stores - Feb 22, (Management
Trainees); Bi-Mart Corporation
- Feb 23, (Management Trainees); U.S. FDIC-Feb27, (Bank
Examiner Trainees); The Boeing Company - Feb 27-28 &
March 1, (Tool Production Planners); also group meeting/7 p.m.
on 2/27/89, SUB 204-205 - open
. toall/signinadvanceatCP&PC;
ALL-Phase Electric Supply Co.

- March 1-2 (Management
Trainees-Nationwide) and U.S.
Drug Enforcement Agency March 3, (Special Agents &
Diversion Investigators).
INTERVIEWS - SUMMER
JOBS: The following summer
work opportunities are available. sign-up and required
material should be at CP&PC
by the deadline indicated for
each employer:
**Yellowstone National Park
(Jan .. 30)
**Christian Camping International (Feb. 1)
**Camp Easter Seal - east and
west (Feb. 9)
**Tacoma YMCA Camp Seymour (Feb. 9)
**Hidden Valley Camp (Feb
14).
U.S. GOVERNMENT SUMMER JOBS: The U.S. Summer
Jobs Bulletin #414 has been
received by the CPPC. If you
are interested in a summer posi-

The Peking Acrobats gave a well balanced performance to a solil
out crowd at Nicholson Pavilion. (Photo by Steve Douglas)

r--------------------,
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Ken's

1
1

Auto-Truck Wash

I
I
I
I

I•

I
I

I
1

210 S. Main Street
Ellensburg. WA 98926

!!
-

Ken's

Auto Wash
1013 E. 10th Avenue
Ellensburg, WA 98926

Free Car Wash
(Max 2 Cycles)

Self-Serve - Both locations -

atw~!hh~u~~c;~~on

.•

Out Card
Automatic - 210 S. Main only

DD
DD
DDDDDDDDDDD
MINIMUM 10 GALLONS
PER PUNCH

MONDAY MADNESS!

1

925-191 s

962-a500

I

I

1/
1

: Bring this coupon in and recieve first punch :

L--------~B¥l--------~

Having some friends
over? Then you'll want
plenty of hot, delicious
pizza from Domino's
Pizza® on hand for the
occasion.

Offer good every Mo!ilday
during Winter Quarter
Expires Apr . 3, 1989

Valid at part 1ciµatmg sto rt:l s o nly Not valid wrth an~ Ol her J l!t.lr P ri ce s
may vary. Customer pays apphcable sales ta:.. um1led delivery a rea

Our drivers carry less lhan 52D DD

I

I
I

Whether you 're expecting
one person or a whole
roomful, Domino's Pizza
has the answer. We'll
ha11dle your order with
the efficiency that has
made us the world's
I
largest pizza delivery
company.

6th"& Ar.~d~S<Jn

Hours:
11 am _ 1 am Sun.-Thurs.
11 am-2 am Fri. & Sat.

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS®
FREE.

.:
I

· Order a 16"
2-topping pizza apd
4 Cokes® for only
$10.95. (plus tax)
Expires Mar. 31. 1989

Valid at parltcipa ti n g st o res only Nol vali d w ith ar.y oth er o ffe r P 11 c es
may v ary. Custom er p ays ap plicable sa le s tax L 1m11ed de l1 ve~y area

Our drivers carry less

lh~n

52D.DD

·----------------------~
·----------------------~I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

OF~

$1.00

Order any Pizza with
2 or more Toppings
and get $1.00 off.
E•plres Mar. 31 . 1989

Valid al part1c1pating s1ores only Not valid w 11 h any other ofle• Pr..: es
may vary. Cuslomer pays appl i cable sales ta ;.; . L im it ed cel1ve ry ar t""a

Our drivers carry less tha n S2D.DD.

L••••••••••••••••••••••

J

··--------------~------~
BOX LUNCH!
$5.25

. . . ..

Order a 1~" .
2-T opping Pizza
between 11 am &
4 pm for only $5.25

A l

Also available on tap
Its D~Y around here.

DINNER SPECIAL
$10.95

So guarantee the success of your next party.
Call Domino's Pizza . Our
pizza is the essential
party favor at any campus get-together!

C;all l!Js!
925-6941

r_ry9l
Dry

·

r--~-----------------~-,

:

Ask about our multiplepizza discounts.

it' );

TEACHER CANDIDATESSCHOOLDISTRICTS INTERVIEWING - School districts
coming to campus this quarter
are shown below; the interview
schedules are posted a week
prior to the interview dates indicated.
**Public School Personnel
Coop (Jan. 26);
**S. Kitsap School District
(Mar. 8);
**Palmdale School District
(Mar. 6);
**Northshore School District
(Mar. 9);
**Puyallup School District
(Mar. 10).

Buy a Large for a Small Charge
Buy any 16" Pizza
and pay the 12"
price!

:

I
I

tion with the federal government, this is an excellent source
of information. (Positions are
limited and federal forms must
be filed by April 15 for the
majority of jgb~ 1 so don't delay!)
I

.

Expires Mar. 31. 1989

Our drivers carry less than $20.00.

Limited delivery area.
©1988 Domino's Pizza. Inc.

I·
I

(plus tax)

Valid al part1c1pa1ing stor es only Not vahd with any 0 1~e • o!ipr ? r.r. .; s
may vary. Customer pays applicable sales 1ax L rn 1tec ce11·; er: ar~a
Our drivers carry less lhan 52D DO.

L••••••••••••••••••••••

J

ASCWU ELECTION NOTICE
This is the official newsletter of the Associated Students of Central Washington University

I

If you would like to run for positions on the ASCWU Board of Directors, you
must act right away. If you are interested, you can pick up an information packet in
SUB room 106. Filing for positions open on January 30, 1989, and closes at 3:00
p.m. on February 8, 1989. Your packet must be returned to SUB room 214.
There are positions available for President, Vice President, Vice President of
Budget and Finance, and Director at Large Positions in the area of Faculty Senate,
Facilities Planning, Student Living, and Clubs and Organizations .

*
*
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Emerging Leaders
Have ,Been Chosen
Fourteen freshmen have been selected as the 1989 Emerging Leaders. These elite few, who have shown
exceptional leadership skills and potential for growth, will attend a series of training sessions during
winter quarter. The sessions will include workshops and speakers designed to further the abilities of the
members in order to prepare them for leadership roles later in their school and professional careers.
A special tour of our state capitol is also scheduled. The tour will allow the Emerging Leaders the opportunity to observe our state's lawmakers at work. The ASCWU Board of Directors would like to congratulate; Richard Arthur, Barbara Bain, Peter Bottman, Jenni Cena, Michelle Demand, Tracy Finnegan, Casey Harvey, David Michael Hinchcliff, Lori Johnson, Tonya Nass, Kriss Nickerson, Jon
Scharpenberg, Tom Youngblood, and Amanda Tudor on being selected as the 1989 Emerging Leaders.
We'd like to thank all of you who applied.

,..~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Calendar
Friday, Jan. 27
also
Friday, Jan. 27
Monday, Jan. 30
Tuesday, Jan. 31
Friday, Feb. 3
Monday, Feb. 8

of

Events!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~~!!!!!iii...

Jazz Band JI at Noon
Winterfest Tolo - SUB 10-1
*ASCWU 1989 Elections; Filing Opens*
ASCWU Board of Directors Meeting
3 ·p.m. in the SUB Teanaway
Lip Sync '89 in McConnell (T. T .B.A.)
*ASCWU Election; Applications Due*

AS
This is a paid advertisement.
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Opinions
Bundy's execution revives age-old debate
Editor's note: Tuesday's
·execution of convicted killer Ted
Bundy once again raises the
issue of capital punishment. Is it
a person's right to take the life of
another - even if the latter has
been convicted of murder?
Currently, the U.S.
stands by the judgement that it is
constitutional to punish by death,
but discretion goes to the
lawmakers of individual states.
The Observer recognizes the compexity of this issue
and, in order to insure representation of a wide view of opinions,
presents responses to the origional question from each
member of the editorial board.

Give 'em pain
by MIKE BUSH
Managing Editor

I'm all for capital punishment,
the electric chair, lethal injections
and firing squads, but I have one
problem with them all.
If you stop and think about it,
most of the people who have ever
made it to death row didn'tjust kill
a person. Their crimes were incredibly painful to the person and usually involved several killings.
There should be a way for the killer
to feel the same pain as did his
victims as a penalty. As in the case
of Ted Bundy, the victims went
through considerable pain and there
were dozens of them. Is it fair that
he dies by electrocution when his
victims died by rapes and beatings?
I don't think so.

Why wait? Death is a murderer's just dessert
by DEBBIE SCOTT
Business Manager

For the last 11 years, we have
keptconvictedmurdererTedBundy
alive. Not only do I think someone
should be sentenced to death for
taking the life of another, but also
criminals should be punished
quickly and justly.
Our system should not take decades to resolve murder - or any
other crime for that matter - as it
now does.
If we treated all criminals like
this, I am sure the crime rate would
drop so fast we would be asking
ourselves why we didn't do this
sooner.
I am sure that if someone who
was convicted of murder was automatically put on death row with a
maximum stay of five years, after
which time there would be automatic execution, the crime rate
would be much lower.
Why limit the stay on death row?
Just look at all the money we have
spent on Bundy over the last 11
years. He is costing me and every
other taxpayer a fortune.
We, the taxpayers, are paying for
him to stay in jail as well as paying
for the lawyers to prosecute him
and the court costs every time his
case is heard. The dollar amount
spent on criminals like Bundy goes
into the millions.
How can we as American citizens just stand by and let this injustice to our society go on?

Vicious assault applies
-costs the government thousands
of dollars each year in upkeep. It
also causes unnecessary pain and
I believe if a person murders grief to the criminal and his/her
.another person or severely assaults family. How would you like to spend
them - such as raping them and 10 years knowing you 're going to
cutting off their arms- then he/she die?
should be punished by death for that
crime.
As the Bible says,"But if there is
serious injury you are to take life for
life." (Exodus 21 :23) He/she should
be punished for the crimes he/she
Maybe instead of deciding what
has committed.
·
Our system does, however, have party to attend tomorrow night, you
its faults. The main shortcoming I and your friends could sit down and
see is a tendency to put off execu- talk about some of the real issues ;
and decisions facing our generation ·
tion for 10 years.
today.
There's always another day
Waiting years and years - as
some death-row inmates often do to party.
by TAMI SCHRANK

Sports Editor

A life for a life
by SUSAN MONAHAN
News Editor

Capital punishment - an eye.for an eye - but is it right?
I agree with capital punishment, because I feel that if someone murders
another, they should be willing to give up their life.
This is where I contradict even myself, just because one takes the life '
of another, do we have the right to decide he has no chance for rehabifr·
tation and so should die?
I feel that Ted Bundy definitely deserves the electric chair, but I am not
sure every murderer deserves the same punishment. He is a very sick man
whp killed not just once, but again and again

for murder, the act itself says "My
life
is worth maintaining, but yours
Editor
is not."
No one has the right to make that
Capital punishment is the only
judgement,
yet murders take place.
just way to compensate for the preAs
long
as
there is murder, there
meditated murder of a human being.
must
be
punishl'l).ent.
No punish- ·
This view goes beyond the overment
can
rectify
the
loss
of a human
simplified idea of "an eye for an
life,
but
it
is
our
moral
responsibileye, a tooth for a tooth'' - murder
is far from simple and should not . ity a~ people to try.
Capital punishment is the closest
be treated with such flippancy.
we
can get to rectifying the loss of
The reasoning behind my supa
fellow
human in such a tragic and
port of the death sentence lies in the
violative
way.
idea that those who murder are
Ted Bundy brings to mind anmaking a statement about the value
other
reason why the death penalty
of the human life. It is an act of
should
be instituted in the case of a
selfish disregard for another's
known
killer. He escaped from
worth. Whateveraperson'smotive
by RENEE RICKETTS

Vengance solves nothing
solve present mysteries like the
Green River murders.
Forum Editor
Since the inception of capital
punishment, 17 cases have come to
The execution of Ted Bundy light in which the dead prlsoner
T!-Jesday shows the true nature of was, in fact, innocent. UnfortuAmerican society today. It shows nately, there is no way of righting
that we as Americans are vengeful, this kind of wrong. Capital punishvindictive, short-sighted people ment is the type of quick, Band-Aid
who are easily swayed by public solution that we as Americans are
opinion.
so fond.
The death of Bundy proved absoSome short-sighted types theolutely nothing.
rize that capital punishment will
There is no doubt that Bundy is ·a deterfuturemurderers. This simply
cold-blooded, sociopathic killer. is not true. Since the beginning of
But then, so are we. We love to see time, ruthless killers have existed.
people get what we think they de- There will always be a percentage
serve, and we have no remorse, but of society that will commit murder.
rather, a sense of pride knowing
The state of Washington has outthat justice has been done. Playing lawed the murder of prisoners, howGod seems to come easily to the ever, this could change at any time.
Americans of the 1980s.
It is up to us as a soc~ety not to repeat
Bundy could have been much the crimes of the past. Our present
more valuable alive than the state "eye-for-an-eye" criminal justice
he is in iiow. He could have pro- system is an antiquated relic.
vided the social sciences with real
Execution is an easy way out;
evidence as to how serial killers both for the criminal and for socioperate. We could have also found ety. Life in a maximum security
out why he did what he did. And prison is a living hell- and that's
finally, we had the opportunity to really what we want to do to those
help society by providing informa- who break society's laws-punish
tion to prevent future crimes and them.
By M. SCOTT THOMAS
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capture in Utah, and numerous
murders followed - including the
three in Florida for which he was
sentenced to death.
Just as it is the right of knericans
to a speedy trial, those who are
sentenced to death row deserve a
speedy execution and quick death.
Also, since women are as capable
of murder as men, they should be
sentenced the same.

Be consistent
by MIKE ELIASON
Scene Editor

Capital Punishment is so different than any other sentence, it is
hard to take a positive stand on the
subject.
There is nothing equal to the value
of life, so it seems absurd to think
you could be sentenced to have your
life taken away.
But what is just punishment for
someone who has taken another's
life?
Our society is not an eye-for-aneye society regarding punishment
for crimes, so killing someone for
killing someone else is not the
American standard. Maybe it should
be. But who has the right to make
the standard? What about drunk
drivers who kill? Should they be
executed?
I believe if a man killed someone
intendedly, and there is proof beyond doubt that he did it - then he
should be killed. But this is what I
believe and it is not standard of the ::
American system of punishment.
In America, if someone rapes
another, that person is not raped in
return; if a person steals, he is not
stolen from; if a man libels, he is not
libeled against.
For that simple reason, execution
is not standard for the American
system of punishment. Bundy
should not have been killed.
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Letters

=Letters to the Editor
To the Editor:
Thank you for the article in your
Jan. 19 issue in which I was quoted
regarding state student financial aid.
While it is generally a good and
accurate article, there is one item
which needs correction. That concerns the state statute which guides
legislators in determining minimum
necessary increases to state student
financial aid each biennium.
The statute is RCW 28B.15.065.
It is commonly known as the "24
percent rule."
Unfortunately, this statute does
not cause 24 percent of the state
general fund to go towards student
financial aid. Student aid is only a
very small fraction of a percent of
the state's general fund.
Instead, the state says that it is the
intent of the legislature to increase
student financial aid by an amount
equal to 24 percent of any increased
public school tuition and fee revenues.
The 24 percent represented the
proportion of full-time needy students to the entire full-time college
population in 1976, the year the
statute was first approved. Today,
that same proportion of needy students to the college population is
now 35 percent.
The Higher Education Coordinating Board has endorsed an
amendment to the statute so that
financial aid appropriations would
increase to a minimum of 35 percent of any increased tuition and fee
revenues.

'"

If the amendment were approved
for this biennium, it would increase
student aid appropriations from an
expected $5.1 million to $7.9 million. This would be reflected in
increased State Need Grant awards
for the1990-91 academic year.
One other point of clarification:
The meaning of the 24 percent rule.
It is not the intent of the statute to
fund financial aid appropriations
from student tuition and fee pay-

ments. The statute is simply a means
by which the legislature reminds
itself that as costs go up, financial
aid should also increase. All tuition
and fee payments are delivered to
the state's general fund. No tuition
payments go directly toward the
make-up of student financial aid.
appropriations.
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U.S. needs more than fluff
by COLIN MCNAIR
Circulation Manager
The role and responsibilities of the presidency were officially passed
on to George Herbert Walker Bush Friday.
As the 41 st president, Bush faces many of the same dilemmas as those
who came before him and he must tackle some problems unique to the
1980s. There is a record deficit which must be brought under control and
a drug problem which has affected every level of society in the United
States. We must also face up to the fact that the quality of public education
is slipping in many areas of the country.
Despit the fact that Bush has said he plans to work on these problems,
it remains to be seen whether or not he is actually going to have any
concrete means of solving them. So far, all that we have heard in his public
addresses is a lot of patriotic imagery and ideals designed to give us good
feelings. Basically, it seems to be just a great deal of "fluff' designed to
take up space.
It is understandable that a new president would not want to commit
himself to any one course of action, but ignoring the problems is not the
answer. Hopefully Bush is going to have some idea of who to go to in
order to get some answers. So far, all that he has proven is that he does not
have any big ideas - just a lot of millionaire friends.
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Loan deadbeats increase national debt

.•'

By M. SCOTT THOMAS
Forum Editor

Does the amount 2,500,000,000,000,000-that' s
2.5 trillion - mean anything to you? 'is it the
number of jellybeans it talces to fill a trashcan or the
amount of amoebas in a pond? No, it's the U.S.
national debt. It was $2.5 trillion in 1987 and is
expected to double this year.
Students can take
blame for this debt
mainly due to defaulters
of the Guaranteed Student Loan Program
(GSL). Like everything
else the government
guarantees, the GSL is in
trouble, according to Lee
Brandenburg's book,
"The Captive American."
The GSL provides
about $10 billion each
year in loans to students,
and about $43 billion is outstanding. Total defaults
are at $1.6 billion, and there is another $4.4 billion
in "overdue" loans. Because the government fully
guarantees these loans, it has to repay the individual banks that loaned the money now in fault.
According to Brandenburg, Uncle Sam will
swallow $2 billion worth of defaulted students
loans in 1990.
"Here at Central, there were 1,450 GSL recipients in 1988, and the average student borrowed
about $1,000 a year from the government," said Pat
Mctee, financial aid director.
The default percentage among Central students
is about 8.1 percent, according to Mctee; roughly 1
in 10 students has ·shafted the government.
"Central is not bad. The program is designed to

give everyone the chance to go to college, not just
those expected to graduate," said Mctee. He also
explained that the average student defaulter is one
who attends school for a few quarters, then drops
out.
"The reason they default on their GSLs is because they feel they didn't get anything out of their
loan," said Mctee. This is understandable - however, there is a certain percentage of student borrowers who do graduate and
still default.
Borrowing money is
an adult responsibility. It
takes maturity to realize
ones obligations and live up
to them - even if it is the
federal government. It is
also understood that upon
graduation, students have
only six months before they
must begin payment on their
loans, and this is often diffi- .
cult.
There is, of course,
punishment for defaulting
on GS Ls, but it is usually not severe enough to discourage would-be deadbeats. Being denied a Visa
card is not enough. It is my opinion that GSL defaulters should be penalized by wage garnishing
and also by legal judgement. The government could
also work harder to find and punish these defaulters.
Research and writing for "Forum" is done entirely by M.
Scott Thomas, a senior in CWU' s communications department. The "Student reactions" printed are a small sample of
those' collected by Lisa Aitken. Responses to "Forum" should
be addressed to: F orumEditor, The Observer, Bouillon room
225, Ellensburg, WA 98926.

Student responses:
"I think the government should garnish the income tax
returns of these people. I'm sure there are other ways to get the
money, but this keeps it in the hands of the government."
Kim Gregg, senior
"Currently the system seems inefficient. The grace period
is long enough that those with loans should have no problem
with repayment. Those who default have many opportunities
to work the problem out. Those who make no effort should be
prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law. Garnishing is also
a good idea, although it is expensive to consumers."
Steve Day, senior
"They should receive bad credit ratings and have problems
obtaining credit. I bet if you t~ld these people that their
Nordstrom cards would be cancelled, they'd get concerned."
Roosevelt Smith Jr., junior
"Not paying back student loans is serious. Every year
students have them taken away or can't receive them because
oflack of money. I think these people should have their wages
garnished until the loans are paid back."
Lorena McLaren, junior
"Drastic measures need to be taken because it really hurts
the people who need the loans now. It could get expensive if
they try to fix the mess that's been created. May be they should
concentrate on preventing this from happening when they
offer the loans."
Mark Whitten, sophomore
"Everything they ever buy should be repossessed whether
it is a car, a house, or a VCR."
Matt McKern, sophomore
"They need to be required to pay back the loan. Although
it is difficult to do, it should be on their records for all creditors
to see."
Matt Griffith, freshman
"These people are supposed to be adults with major responsibilities. These loans are as important as bank loans and
should be treated the same way when they default. There are
many others who need these loans, and failure to repay them
just hurts other students."
Ann Corbin, freshman
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Red-Zinger tea with the Bubble-·Man
by DENISE DAHLAGER
Copy Editor

"Who?"
"The Bubble-Man."
With a reporter's unquenched
curiosity I set out to find the real
story behind the Bubble-Man. If
you too have asked yourself,
"What's with that guy?", read on ·
and relive with me this story that I
call "Red-Zinger Tea With The

Bubble-Man".
Unsure how to locate this local
celebrity, I opted to cruise his territory. My roommate and I aimlessly
drove the streets of downtown
Ellensburg until wespottedhimnear
the pet store - blowing of course.
We jumped out of the car and chased
the bubble-blowing oddity yelling,
"Hey you! TheBubble-Man! Stop!"
The Bubble-Man was happy to be
interviewed for the paper. He invited Jenny and me to tea that afternoon, at a cottage located in an area
he called "dog-town".
My roommate and I finally found
the cottage. There is no question this is the perfect place foraBubbleMan to live. It is a small place.
There are strange pieces of what
someone might call "art" on the
lawn, and as youmay have guessed,
the Christmas lights are still up.
Excited in anticipation of actually speaking with this notable citizen, I knocked. When the door
opened there appeared a normal
looking man. No hat, no poncho, no
rubber nose.
This isn't the Bubble-Man. Wrong
address?
Upon closer inspection - and
noticing the familiar red boots - I
realized that this man is Central' s
version of Clarke Kent.
"Hey," greeted the so-called
Bubble-Man.
We entered.
Inside the "fairy-tale" cottage near
the right side of the room is a tree.
Not a Christmas tree, or a decorative plant, but a real - living and
growing - tree. Granted, there are
lights in the branches like any other
Christmas tree, but unlike any other
I have seen, this one is really rooted
under the house and grows through
a hole in the floor.
We moved to the kitchen to begin
the interrogation of the Bubble-Man.
The red table-cloth, with cosmic
prints, matched the red curtains, the
red cookie jar, the red mugs, the red
refrigerator, the red counters, the
red silverware and even the RedZinger tea.
We sat, soaked in the energy of
the room, sipped our Red-Zinger
tea, and he began to speak.
"I want to be a good story," said
Gary Garcia, the man better known
as the Bubble-Man. "Everyone
loves a good story."
A bit apprehensive, Garcia confided that his cat, Bonzo, died earlier in the day. "She too will be a
good story but we '11 miss her, '' said
Garcia.
"Life and death are synonymous.
We have good memories and impressions of Bonzo. There is no
negative experience if you don't

want there to be. I just ask myself,
'What can I learn from this?'," said
Garcia.
Garcia's story is somewhat similar to other young people who grew
up in the 70s. He was a hippy. He
loved Jimi Hendrix, Woodstock,
drugs and rock music.
"I took acid. The drugs told me
stories, man," said Garcia, "I even
nearly killed myself." After graduation, Garcia wanted to know the
"answers". Searching for the meaning of life, Garcia joined the House
9f Elisia, a religious commune in
Yakima. For seven years Garcia
lived, cared, and loved the members of the community.
"It was heaven in a sense," said
Garcia, "we were' Jesus-freaks', but
we weren't necessarily religious."
After getting a degree in drama
from CWU, Garcia began traveling
with the Tears of Joy Puppet Co.,
based in Oregon. One day in the
middle of a traffic jam he blew
some bubbles out of his car window.
"People started getting off on it
· man!" Garcia exclaimed, "People
started to smile."
·
· Shortly after, in Milwaukee, Wis.
Garcia got lost in a "bad" part of
town. His first impression was to
get out. Instead, as if by instinct, he
took out the bubbles and began to
blow. People began to have fun. It
was this day that Gary Garcia became the Bubble-Man. He has been
blowing ever since.
"Of course there were a lot of
fears to be conquered first," said
Garcia.
Today, 36-year-old Garcia hopes
to spread fun. "We are all afraid to
have fun," said Garcia, "but life was
meant to be fun."
"It's universal that bubbles invoke fun, it's in our DNA, part of
the universe, a message that says
fun, party, joy," said Garcia, "we
just don't understand the message
yet."
Why bubbles?
The sun, earth and moon are
round. Spheres are a symbol oflife.
It's the powers that exist in the
universe that make bubbles round.
"Bubbles are ahead of their time,"
Garcia said.
Balloons and bubbles cut through
cultural barriers said Garcia.
"Yuppies, straights, kids, rednecks,
men and women all like them. They
get off on bubbles."
The Bubble-Man's biggest critic
is the "male-consciousness," said
Garcia, "men want to beat me up,
it's the male energy."
According to Garcia the macho
male is losing his place in society.
The feminine consciousness is good,
kind, and loving - like the teachings of Jesus. Garcia predicts that
the year 2,000 will be a wonderful
time for women. They haven't had
the power - now it's their turn.
The men will end up on an island
where they can all beat themselves
up.
"Women are a big-bang waiting
to happen," he said.
Such is "life on the third planet
from the sun," said Garcia, "it's not
all dark out there, life should be fun,

Gary Garcia, alias ..the Bubble Man, doing what he does best. (Photo by Gina Myer)
the universe happened for you."
The Bubble-Man is an idealist.
He would rather give than receive.
He has devoted his life to making
others happy. As Jenny and I left the

"fairy-tale" cottage the Bubble-Man
showed us a picture of Bonzo the
cat. He gave us each a dinosaur
ring, and rubber eye-balls wrapped
in wish-paper.

"Every bubble that you pop is a
wish that might come true," said
Garcia as he blew fair-well bubbles.
I suspect the Bubble-Man will be
a "good story".

'Thin Line' 100 percent professional
by BETSY HIGGS
Staff Writer

OnJan.19,20 .and21,theTower
Theater was home to Anne and
Jamey, two characters in Barbara
Grenia-Verzola' s play, The Thin
Line. Anne, portrayed by Tina
Jones, is a young, inexperienced
college student who is married to a
self-centered, egotistical husband,
Jamey, played by Troy Blenden.
Blendell, with an acting style
comparable to that of Michael J.
Fox, unites the audience in hatred
for Jamey. Jones makes Anne
slightly more lovable and very be-

lievable as a naive innocent woman
struggling desperately to make her
marriage work despite Blendell 's
violent temper and antagonizing
sense of humor.
The plot is thickened by two allknowing ghostly creatures Shadow (NellindaLewis) and Echo
(Greg Goessman)-who bide their
time until the final scene when they
convince Jamey to commit suicide.
It is difficult to discern exactly
who or what Shadow and Echo are
supposed to be. They areneverfully
explained, although their presence
seems necessary to help the audience better understand Anne and
Jamey.

Echo steals the show with his
somewhat sadistic sarcasm and
quick wit. Goessman' s awesome
portrayal of a "freak" is the perfect
contrast to Shadow's genuine concern for humanity and justice.
In spite of the depressing storyline,
the overall production was 100
percent professional, thanks to the
direction of Tami Kosch. Special
mention should also be given to the
set designer, Marva Holmes; the
lighting designer, and light board
operator, Joy M. Morrow and Jeff
Camp; the sound designer, David
Fuller, and the incredible make-up
design of Brian Kooser.
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Student seeks perfection of mind and body
by MARK WAVRA
Staff Writer

The quiet unassuming Jimmy
Chong is an extraordinary person.
This is not due to his pleasant disposition, off-the-wall humor, goodlooks, or even the way he dances.
These attributes pale in comparison
to a dominant force in Jimmy's life.
Jimmy is committed to the perfection of mind and body through the
use of martial arts. In a world where
man is viewed as anything but perfect, Jim's desire to find excellence
is refreshing.
Jimmy was born in the small South
Korean village of Y oshu. His parents moved to Puyallup in 1980 to
provide Jimmy With an American
education. He respects his parent's
sacrifices and wants to thank them
by living up to their high expectations of him.
Jimmy adopted martial arts into
his life and incorporated it into all
facets of his character. His commitment to the arts has allowed him to
cope with all the tribulations life
has and will throw at him.
Jimmy said "When I was a young
child, martial arts was all I wanted
to do. Then I came to America and
had the opportunity to do it. r·1e
been doing it ever since."
Martial arts provide focus for
Jim's life and this sets him apart
from th rest of us.
"It dominates your life," Jimmy

help attain perfection. The exer- most, he wants to master his form of
cises associated with the art allow Mu-sol-won. He would also like to
the mind to have control over the travel to China, Korea, and Japan to
study the history and development
body, which bonds the two.
Jimmy claims,"This gives a per- of the arts. After mastering Mu-solson a balance that they can use to won and traveling he would like to
help them in their daily activities." teach. Teaching will not be his
When Jimmy started martial arts, primary employment, but it will be
he studied the style of Tae-kwon- his focus.
Jim freely admits "I will
do. Later he switched his style to
never truly be a master; I will alMu-sol-won.
Jim's reason for changing style ways be a student. To live is to
was,"™Tae-kwon-do requires learn, and you never stop learning
strenuous moves the people can't at any age."
perform at an old age. Mu-sul-won
deals more with controlled motion
that will not stress my body when
it's old." He feels it is important to
find a style that can be developed al~
your life, because a style takes a
lifetime to master.
Jimmy went further to say, "It
doesn't matter what form of exercise you use. Kungfu, wrestling,
even tennis. As long as you can
dedicate yourself to being the best
you can, you will achieve balance."
Jim chose the martial arts as his
exercise because he wants to preserve his Korean heritage.
According to Jim, the only set
back to his way of life is all of the
violence and showmanship associated with the martial arts in AmerJimmy Chong demonstrates proper martial art technique on an
ica. Jim believes that the arts are deinvisible opponent. (Photo by Gina Myer)
signed for balance and harmony,
says,"it's not just a bunch of exerThe philosophy he speaks of is a not destruction or fame.
The martial arts even influence
cises, it's a philosophy that guides synthesis of the mind and body to
Jim's
goals in life. First and forewhatever you do."
make a person more efficient and
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Wintertime options are one hour away

Thanks to 1-90, skiing for Central students is less than an hour away.
(Photo by Steve Douglas)
by MIKE ELIASON
Although snow makes traveling
over
the mountain passes hazardScene Editor
ous, its presence opens up several
If you've been traveling across winter-time venues for Central stuthe state lately, I'm sure you've dents.
Three ski areas, all within one
noticed the large amounts of snow
accumulating in the mountains and hour of campus, provide multiple
entertainmentopportunitiesforboth
on the roadway.
·

skiers and non-skiers alike.
Ski Acres, Snoqualmie Summit
andAlpental, located 55 miles west
of Ellensburg on Interstate-90, have
reported over two feet of snow in
the last few weeks, making ski
conditions excellent.
"We haven't had this much snow,
this early in the season, for years,'~
said Jim Georgeson, Ski Acres
mountain manager.
I-90 provides convenient, wellkept roadways for skiers. The trip to
the summit seldom takes more than
one hour, even when conditions are
at their worst.
The first of the three ski areas, Ski
Acres, offers night skiing every
night but Tuesday. The area closes
at 10:30 p.m. mid-week, and l lp.m.
on the weekends.
The area offers a variety of ski
runs from beginner to expert levels.
With eight operational lifts, liftlines are rarely a problem.
Ski Acres boasts the steepest night
skiing in the Northwest, accessible
by it's Triple-60 chair. After a night
of skiing, Ski Acres has a bar and a
lounge located in the Acre's lodge.
Snoqualmie Summit, located onemile down the road from Ski Acres,
is ·an especially good area for the
beginning and intermediate skier. It
has numerous intermediate runs and
lacks the steepness and altitude of
Ski Acres and Alpental. The area
features a new quad-chair installed
last year. Snoqualmie is open for
night skiing every day but Monday.
After skiing at Snoqualmie, the

$15, depending on the equipment '
rented.
Ski-Acres and Snoqualmie also
offer snow-boarders a chance to
show their stuff. Boarding, a relatively new activity, is allowed at
both Ski Acres and Snoqualmie,
but not at Alpental. Board rentals
are also available.
Lessons are available for both
beginner and intermediate skiers,
and for groups and individuals.You
should call the the area and make a
reservation for a lesson prior to
going up to the pass. You can reach
ski schools at the pass by calling
(206) 434-6400.
If skiing is not your thing, but you
enjoy snow activities, the sledding
Ski Acres boasts the areas at the pass may be for you. For
steepest night skiing $5 you can inner-tube down the
areas' hills and have a rope-tow
in the Northwest
bring you back up the hill. The
tubing areas are located next to the
· Alpental also has a few beginner ski areas. If you don't have your
and intermediate slopes, but is usu- own tube you can rent one there,
ally skied by the more experienced and the air is free. You can tube
Monday through Sunday. The areas
skier.
The bar at Alpental features live- close at 11 p.m. on Saturday and
music on Friday and Saturday Sunday; and 5 p.m. the rest of the
days.
nights.
It is recommended not to go up to
For cross-country skiers, Ski Acres
has an extended trail system featur- the areas on Saturday days because
of the ski-schools giving their lesing over 75 km of marked trails.
All areas offer ski equipment rent- sons. The areas are over-run with
als and have a variety of restau- junior-high-age and under children
rants, fast-foods, and snack-bars.
these days.
Prices for lift tickets vary from $5
If the snow is getting you down
to $25 depending on the day, and if and you're tired of the same old
you 're skiing a half-day or full-day. scene around town, a possible diSki rentals usually run about $10 or version is one hour away.

night-life is excellent. The Slide-In
night club offers live-music every
Friday and Saturday nights.
Jenny Sheffer, Central junior
said,"The club is as good as anything there is in Ellensburg, probably better. Sometimes my friends
and I go up to the pass, not to ski, but
to go dancing at the nightclub."
The club is large enough that the
usual stuffiness and crowding of
the nightclub scene isn't a problem.
If you 're an expert skier, there is
no comparison to Alpental and it's
Internationale run, which is ranked
among the top ski runs in the country.

Winning This Gatne is Worth
up to $500 Cash
·

f··.·

Hot Pursuit is the live-action
adventure game that uses super-safe
toy guns and computer-generated
tasks to create a sophisticated version of tag. Every person who plays.
gets some adventure, a great T-shirt,
and a shot at $ 500 cash.
Hot Pursuit has been especially
designed for you to play right here
on campus. Each player gets a toy
gun and an assignment to "take out"
another player.. The game progres.ses

until only one player remains. That
player and the player who "takes
out" the most people divvy up $500
cash. If you manage to do both,
you take home the whole thing.
Want to better your odds? You and
two friends can play Hot Pursuit
as a team.
You don't have to be an ex-marine
to win, either. Hot Pursuit is for-men
and women of all shapes and sizes.
The idea is to add adventure to the

mundane life of the average college
student and to give you another
excuse to avoid doing laundry.
Want to play? Don't delay!
Registration only lasts a week
and space is somewhat limited.
Contact your Campus Representative immediately for an
application to play. Play the game
that lets you live the adventure.
Register today!

"Brought to you by PRSSA
Club. Registration in all
dining halls Feb. 2&3 and
Feb. 6-8"
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First-ever jazz
by DAINA MURRAY
Staff Writer
For five days, the Pit in the
Samuelson Union Building will be
nicknamed "Le Pit" and will rock to
more than music videos on MTV.
The first-ever Jazz Week kicks off
Jan. 30, lasting through Feb. 3, and
will offer a variety of local and
nationally-renown talent.
The one hour performance begins
at noon, and best of all, it's free.
Highlighting the week is a performance by Blue Sky, a Seattlebased jazz fusion band (a combina- ·
tion of jazz and rock) that reached
No. 7 on the 1987 billboard charts
with its second LP "Wish You Were
Here." It was voted best local jazz
band by readers of the weekly, and
has appeared in concert with Spyro
Gyra.
Other acts include the
Aaron*Wayne*Gina Trio (Jan. 30),
the Air Force Brass Quintet (Jan.
31 ), the Caz Choir (Feb. I) and ZTrane (Feb. 3).
Local talent comes from the
Aaron*Wayne*Gina Trio, Caz
Choir, and Z-Trane.
Kicking off the week is the
Aaron*Wayne*Gina Trio, a group
that forms the rhythm section of the
CWU Jazz Band I. Their instru-

w~ek

begins Jan. 30

ments consist of bass, drums and Choir is a jazz octet made up of
keyboards. All three play with other CWU music students.
bands here and/or in the Seattle
Z-Trane caps off the week with its
area.
four-member band on saxophone,
For a change of pace, the Caz piano, bass and drums. Each memChoir, performing on Wednesday, · ber has . performed extensively in .
is the only act in the week-long the Seattle-area with other groups.
festival to include vocals. The Caz
Jazz Week was designed in order

for Central students and the community to see some of the impressive local jazz bands, Luke
Papineau, Performing Arts Coordinator said.
Papineau said he chose the bands
because they represent a wide variety of styles, and because he had

heard all the bands play before, so
he "knows what they can. do."
Because all the performances start
at' noon, he urges everyone to enjoy
the music on their lunch hour.
"Get a snack and come on down.
It's going to be a great week of
music," he said.

Central presents Lip Sync '89
by BETSY HIGGS
Staff Writer

Lipsync '89 will soon be here or will it? With the exception of its
first year, the number of· people
willing to participate has been
minimal. Usually about 10 to 13
acts audition, although few are ever
cut from the performance. Each
year, the University Store has to
wonder if this year's show will be
the last.
Even masters of ceremonies have
been hard to find, according to David
MacAuley, University Store
manager,"It hasn't been a question
of hav.ing to select someone, it's
more like having to beg."
This year's emcees are Bob Brooks

STACKABLE
STACKABLE
STACKABLE
STACKABLE

and Jay Lukin.
"It's a difficult job to creatively
fill space between the acts," said
MacAuley ,"so we like to hire at
least one person who's done it be- ·
fore." Brooks emceed last year and
has written ll: few sequels to some of
the skits. "Top Ten" will be back, as
will "Hans and Frans" and "Little
Joe". Lukin's lively ad-libbing will
help introduce their new material.
In keeping with tradition, the Board
of Directors has been invited to
judge the acts. Judging used to be
regulated- one point for choreography, one point for musical quality, etc. But MacAuley decided it
should be "like Dick Clark's Ratea-Record. The kids aren't told to
give one point for rhythm and one
point for beat. They just say,' I liked
it. I give it a 98."'
-Entry forms for those wantmg to
get their acts together are due at the
University Store by 4 p.m. tomorrow. All participants must be fulltime CWU students. All acts must
be four minutes or less. Auditions
will be held Feb. I, 3-5 p.m. in the
SUB Ballroom. Show time is 7 p.m.,
Feb. 3 in McConnell Auditorium.
Tickets are $2.

-

Central student Larry Fleming lips the words to Bryan Adams'
"Somebody." File photo

NEVA'S CENTRAL
OFFICE EQUIPMENT
iJ

925-4444

111 E. 4th
(across from Maurice's)

WE SELL,

RENT AND

REPAIR TYPEWRITERS

Typewriter ribbons and
resume paper available
FAX SERVICE

1-509-925-5400

-----------------------·
The

MANE ATTRACTION
HAIR DESIGN FOR MEN AND WOMEN

3 Days Only
26th, 27th, & 28th of Jan.
Acrylic letter,size filing
trays in assorted colors!
Reg. $4.19

NOW
$2.98

25% OFF
All services
Haircuts, perms, colors, cellophanes,
Frosts, acrylic nails

-----------------------·

FISH OIL SUPPLEMENTS
OR FISH?
The American way seems to
be ''Why eat it in its natural
state if I can swallow it in a little
pill?" and "If it's easier, it's
better." This is a nutritional
fallacy and possibly dangerous.
In the last few years we have
been hearing how "hearthealthy'' fish are for us
because of their Omega-3 fatty
. acid content and its positive
effect on prevention of heart
disease. True, fish is an
excellent food choice, but this
does not mean that a brown
bottle full of fish oil capsules .
will give you the same· benefits
as a freshly caught salmon.
The possible health risks of
consuming fish oils may
include: adverse effects on
blood clotting, possible toxic
levels of Vitamins A aAd D,
possible
presence
of
contaminants and other
undesirable compounds, and
possible increased Vitamin E
requirements. It is safer, less
expensive and more enjoyable
to get Omega-3 fatty acids
from a meal of seafood.
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Campus Coping

Should I bust my friends?
Dear L.B.
I'm majoring in law and justice,
with only one year left in school.
My problem is, my friends do a lot
of drugs around me. This isn't really a big problem now, but when I
become a police officer I'll be in a
fix-should I bust them or not? I
don't condone drug use, but then
again, I don't want to stab my friends
in the back. Help!
Drug crazed cop
Dear Drug Crazed,
As we move on from college to
career, the roles we assume are
incompatible with those we have
become accustomed to. It sounds
ACROSS
1 Irritates
6 Small bottle
11 European
12 Second of two
14Above
15 Supplications
17 Proceed
18 Lamprey
20 Fear
21 Weaken
22 Projecting tooth
24 Finish
25 Diminutive
suffix
26 Run aground
28 Diatribe
30Weapon
31 Garden tool
32 Attempts to

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

like you're tom between faith to
your profession and faith to your
friends - a difficult position to be
in. I wonder if your friends are
aware of your concerns? Perhaps
discussing this with your friends
and requesting abstinence in your
presence will relieve some of the
pressure. Empathic understanding
is the framework of true friendship.

Dear L.B.
My parents are in the process of
getting a divorce. Since I am older
and away at college, their situation
doesn't affect me all that much.
What I'm worried about is my little
sister. She's still in high school and
overcome
35 Spoke with

DOWN
1 Feel regret
2 Either

Distraught sister
Dear Distraught,
When someone we love is in pain,
we too feel that pain. When we are
unable to help that person, the pain
is often compounded by frustration,
guilt and feeling of helplessness.
Even though you say the divorce
isn't affecting you, the fact that
you're worried about your sister
indicates otherwise. Calling or writing a letter to her and telling her of
your concern and willingness to help

The
Weekly

speech
impediment
38 Gaelic
39 Edible seed
41 Otherwise
42 Damp
43 Poets
45 Sched. abbr.
46 Half an em
47 More pitiful
49 Article
50 Small wave
52 Builds
54 Frocks
55 Mediterranean
vessel

lives at home. She loves our parents
a lot and the whole thing is making
her very emotional. What can I do
to help her?

Crossword
Puzzle
3 Demon
4 Fat of swine
5 Trapped
6 Begs
7 Difficult

8 Possessive
pronoun
9 Near
10 Ambassador
11 Estimate
13 Lassoed
16 Deep yearning
19 Biggest
21 Spire
23 Standard
measure
25 Worn away
27 Compass point
29 Greek letter
32 Drain
33 Peaceful
34 Extras
35 Females
36 Landed
property
37 College officials
40 Transgress
43 Nut's
companion
44 Withered
4 7 Health resort
48 Soak, as flax
51 River in Italy
53 Symbol for
cerium

may offer her some of the support
she needs. In addition, should you
feel you need someone to talk to,
the Counseling Center on campus
offers free, quality counseling for
students.

L.B. Lee is a graduate of Central Washington
University and is pursuing a master's degree
in counseling psydwlogy at CWU He is employed with mental health agencies in
Ellensburg and Yakima.
Letters to L.B. Lee should be addressed
care of The Observer, CWU. Bouillon Hall,
Room 225. Ellensburg, Wa. 98926.
All letters must be received by 5 p.m.,
Friday, the week before publication.

Mike Bush

National Stupid
Advertising Day
As you all know, Sunday was the
day when all red-blooded Americans spend several hours in front of
the television, eating bean dip and
watching large helmeted beings
crash into each other at deadly
speeds.
What you may not know is that
Sunday was also the day designated
by huge corporations everywhere
as National Stupid Advertising Ploy
Day.
This year, the holiday was sponsored by the three companies which
have consistently displayed the
highest quality of Stupid Advertising Ploys - Pepsi, Budweiser and
Coca-Cola.
Kicking off the festivities before
The Big Game were the same people
who paid Michael Jackson, a man
who doesn't even drink their beverage, a bizillion dollars to light his
hair on fire - Pepsi.
Pepsi began Stupid Ploy Day with
the first and hopefully not annual
Pepsi-NFL-Guys Who Can't Singtalent contest. Michael Jackson did
not compete. This was for football
players who, not being skilled
enough to actually play in The Big
Game, got the unique opportunity
to show an entire nation of viewers
that they are not skilled enough to
sing in front of an entire nation of
viewers. This is something that Pepsi
was proud enough of to sink a couple
million dollars into. Aren't you
proud to drink Pepsi?

The number two Stupid Ploy Day
event came during The Big Game,
when Budweiser and Bud Light
faced off against each other in "Bud
Bowl I." Get this - Anheuser
Buschspent$12MILLIONtostage
a commercial showing helmeted
beer bottles bash into one another
and catch footballs.
fairly certain that the people at Budweiser
came up with this brilliant idea only
after consuming several kegs oftheir
own product. I'm also fairly certain
that they could have spent a lot less
cash and gained a lot more consumers if they would have put Spuds
MacHenzie to sleep on live television. I would have watched that.
The climax of the holiday came
during halftime of The Big Game
when Coke, who made the "cola
wars" about as exciting as stale
bread, presented NBC's first ever
- hold onto your seats - 3-D
adventure. The adventure consisted
of wearing dumb glasses and watching an Elvis Presley wanna-be throw
records at unsuspecting football
fans. I expected my roommates to
yell "Aaugh! It's coming right at
me!" Instead, I heard them yelling,
"What? I bought a can of cola to
watch this???"
All in all, National Stupid Advertising Ploy Day was a rousing success. Now, if I could only decide
what to have with my dinner should I drink a Heidelberg or an
RC?

I'm
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Sports
Estes, Elsner on All-America team
Sports

Sports

Central Washington defensive
tackle Mike Estes and offensive
tackle Kirk Elsner have been named
to the NAIA Di vision II All-America football first team.
Running back Pat Patterson and
defensive back John Mansfield
earned honorable mention recognition on the All-America squad.
Estes and Elsner are CWU's
ninth and 10th N AIA first team
All-Americans, and its first since
Craig Danielson was selected in
1985.
Estes, a 6-foot-5-inch, 270pound junior from North Bend,
anchored the 'Cats defensive line.
He ranked second on the team in
tackles with 46, and tied for the
lead in quarterback sacks with six.
He led the squad in total tackles for
losses with 15.

Earlier Elsner was named to
Kodak's All-America team, and was
a second team selection to the Associated Press Little All-America
squad.
Central led the Columbia Football Association in rushing defense,
allowing just 76.6 yards per game.
Opponents found the 'Cats front
line so tough against the run, that
they elected to pass the ball 55 percent of the time.
The Wildcats offensive line, led
by Elsner, a 6-foot-3, 250-pound
senior from Redmond, enabled
CWU's offense to lead the CFA in
scoring, rushing and total offense.
The 'Cats 41.6 scoring average
was an all-time Northwest small
college record, and its ru~hing
(296.3 yards per game) and total
offense (462.2 yards per game) were

Mike Estes

Men battle Northwest College tonight
by ROY ELIA
Staff Writer

This weekend will be another
busy one for the Central Washington men's basketball team.
Dean Nicholson's Wildcats host
Northwest College tonight at 7:30
in Nicholson Pavilion, then travel
to Seattle University to battle the
Chieftains Saturday night.
Prior to a Tuesday night home
encounter against Pacific Lutheran,
CWU sported a 6-2 district record,
and werel6-5 overall.

CWU vs. St. Martin's

Kirk Elsner

Record set in win over PLU

Varsity hoops
;

the third highest totals in Northwest
small college history.
Patterson, a 5-foot-7-inch, 175pound junior from Tacoma, set a
school record for rushing with a net
1, 146 yards. He also led the team in
scoring with 74 points.
Mansfield, a5-foot-l 0-inch, 170pound senior from Kennewick,
ranked second in the CFA in interceptions with seven. He tied a CFA
record by intercepting one or more
passes in five consecutive games.
He added an eighth interception
in the 'Cat's national playoff game
against Carroll College. Playoff
games do not count toward records.
Central finished its regular season with a perfect 9-0 record before
losing to Carroll in the opening
round of the playoffs

A tough defensive effort carried
the Wildcats to a 73-4 7 rout of the
Saints in Lacey.
"I was really pleased," Nicholson
said. "We came out really sharp at
the start."
Central limited St. Martin's to
seven first-half field goals in 29
attempts, and enjoyed a 58-40 rebounding advantage.
"I thought we played really aggressive and had no let-ups,"
Nicholson said. "We played another
excellent defensive game, and .we
also got pretty good board play."
Dave Biwer held St. Martin's
center Reggie Parker to 10 points.

Parker scored 21 points and had 11
rebounds the last time the two teams
met. He's averaging 16 points per
game.
"Biwerdi<;lagreatjobonParker,"
Nicholson said.
Biweralsoregistered lOrebounds
and four steals, which gives him
112 for the season, tying a school
record for career steals, according
to Central sports information director Bob Guptill.
Carl Aaron led the Central offense with 18 points. Art Haskins
added 14, and Jim Toole 10.

Carl Aaron, who will miss
tonight'sgame(seepage 18),poured
in a game-high 23 points, hitting 11
of 17 shots.
Also in double figures for the
Wildcats were Art Haskins with 16
points, Scott Kenney and Jock
White, each with 10. White connected on all five of his attempts.
Jeff Lerch led the losing effort
for the Lutes with 15 points.
The contest which did not count
in district play for Central, upped
the 'Cats overall record to 17-5.
They play again tonight at 7:30 in a
battle against Northwest College.

CWU vs. Simon Fraser
Central out-scored SFU 13-3 in
the last four minutes of play to
escape with an important District 1
win, 64-56.
"I thought we played a pretty
good second half," Nicholson said.
"We didn' t have great execution,
but I thought we had pretty good
effort."
On a night in which Central
struggled offensively, it was the
defense, led by Van Beard's four
blocked shots, that came to the forefront, Nicholson noted.
"It is good to see Van with some
shot blocks and give us some inside
defense again," he added.
Aaron led Central with 16 points,
but had to work hard to earn them,
according to Nicholson, because of
a tough Simon Fraser defense.
"They did a good job (defensively) on Carl," Nicholson said of
the Clansmen. "They played him
aggressively and made it tough for
him to get shots."
Haskins was the only other Wildcat in double figures with 12.

CWU vs. Whitworth

Contact is made, but no foul is called as Carl Aaron fights for the
rebound. (Photo by: Steve Douglas)

Dave Biwer set a career record
for steals in the men's varsity win
over Pacific Lutheran Tuesday.
Biwer had two steals in the contest to bring his career total to 114.
The previous career record of 112
was set by Danny Pike (1983-84).
PLU (1-4 in district, 4-10 overall) couldn't handle the tough Wildcat defense as they dropped the
contest 85-59. The Lutes committed 21 turnovers and only shot 40
percent from the field.
The 'Cats meanwhile tallied 16
steals and shot 60 percent from the
floor.

Four points in the last 30 seconds
by reserve Scott Kenney, including
a layup at the buzzer, capped
Central's rally from a 14-point,
second-half disadv.antage for a 7573 victory over the stunned Pirates.
"It was a great comeback,"
Nicholson said. "We played great
pressure defense."
Kenney paced CWU with 13
points. Haskins added 12 and had
nine rebounds. Jock White and Steve
Evenson contributed 10 each.

Sport's Slate
Jan. 26 - Feb. 1
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

Men's Varsity Basketball
26 vs. Northwest College
28 vs. Seattle
30 vs. Whitworth
31 vs. Seattle Pacific

Women's Varsity Basketba11
Jan. 31 vs. Seattle Pacific
Men's Junior Varsity Basketball
Jan. 30 vs. Whitworth Junior Varsity
Feb. 1 vs. Blue Mountain
Women's Junior Varsity Basketball
Feb. 1 vs. Blue Mountain
Wrestling
Jan. 26 vs. Big Bend
Jan. 27 vs. Western Oregon
Jan. 31 vs. Pacific Lutheran

7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

5p.m.

5p.m.
7:30 p.m.

5p.m.

7p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

Swimming
There are no swim meets this week
All home games are in bold type.

University Recreation Schedule
Jan. 28
Snoqualmie Ski Trip
Jan. 28
Cross-Country Ski Race
The next intramurals day is Feb. 7, Alpha Day.
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Broken knee doesn't
hinder Gerig's play

by B.J. THURLBY
Staff Writer

The Central Washington women's
basketball team is currently stranded
in the middle of NAIA District 1
standings at six wins and five losses.
The women will get their chance
tonight, with a road game at Alaska
Pacific. They then have a four day
break to prepare for a home game
against Seattle Pacific on Jan. 31 at
7 :30 p.m. in Nicholson Pavilion.
Over the weekend the 'Cats split a
pair of games with the University of
Puget Sound on Friday and LewisClark State the following evening.

by SUSAN MONAHAN
News Editor

A broken knee ar the beginning
of a basketball care~r would put
most people in the spectator's seat.
Bryan Gerig, a 6-foot-3-inch guard
fought the odds and is now starting
for Central's men's varsity basketball team.
After being informed by doctors
that he would probably never walk
without a limp. Two surgeries and
two years of physical therapy later,
Gerig transferred from Chico State
to the College of Siskiyous.
While at Siskiyous, Gerig played
basketball under Tom Powers~ a
former Central player. He also
played with Mike Smith, son of
head trainer Gary Smith.
Powers told Gerig about head
coach Dean Nicholson and the
Central program. He also talked to
Nicholson about Gerig. Gerig sent
a videotape of himself in action to
Nicholson who invited him to come
to Ellensburg and try out for the
team.
Gerig raised in the small agricultural town of Bieber, Calif., plans to
return and run the family cattle business. He will be the fourth generation to run the ranch which has
approximately 600 head of cattle on
about 5,000 acres.
During his college years, Gerig
spends the summer months haying
for his father.
"Last summer I took Steve Evenson home with me for two weeks.
We rode horses the whole time.
Steve says now that he had a good
time, but he complained of a sore
butt at the time," Gerig said.
Gerig practicea w·ith the team fall
quarter, but did not play because he
wasnoteligible. UnderNAIArules,
a person has fifteen quarter of fulltime school attendance in which to
use their four years of eligibility.
Because he had attended Chico
State for two years, Gerig had only

Women at Alaska before four-day break

CWUvs. UPS
Head coach Gary Frederick had
his team ready to play in a contest
that remained close through the first
half, leaving the 'Cats with a 27-24
advantage over the first 20 minutes.
'The second half, however, was
Bryan Gerig(Photo by Gina Myer) owned by the 'Cats and center Sonia
Swan.
one quarter of eligibility left. He
Swan was able to slip past UPS
chose to use it winter quarter.
defenders for 23 points, and was
"I want to go to Kansas City (for just as unrelenting on the backboards
the national tournament)," Gerig where she brought down 17 re-

sai~en asked aboutNicholson, he
said, "I have a lot of respect for
coach. He is a good motivator, the
most intense coach I have ever had.
He gets the best ability out of everybody and his intenseness rubs
off.
After his eligibility is used up,
Gerig plans to return to the ranch
where his father Peter, and mother
Lynne, live. He also has a sister,
Lori, and three nieces.
Gerig is majoring in physkcl
education and wants to eventually
coach at his alma mater, Big Valley
High School.

bounds. The second half surge allowed CWU to breeze to a 72-53
victory.
Frederick praised the team's effort saying,"It was just a pleasure
being able to win by 19 points. I've
got to be happy with that."
CWU had two other players in
double figures, with Lynda Laughery scoring 14 and Kathy Brumley
addinganother12pointstothefinal
score.

experienced a setback in NAIA
District I women• splay the following evening. The Lewis-Clark
women's basketball team shot 48.2
percent from the field on their way
to a 60-45 victory over Central.
Although the 'Cats maintained an
18 rebound edge (48-30) over the
W arriorwomen, they couldn't come
up with enough points to win the
game. LCS' Michelle Bradley and
Traci Birdsell combined for 26
points to lead the way for the Warriors.

•••
4• •••
4•

For Central, Robin Carlson had
her most productive night of the
season by scoring 17 points and
pulling down a game high 22 rebounds. Swan added 12 points and
10 rebounds.
When asked about the inconsistency of the women's play, Swan
said, "It's so frustrating ... we play
great one night and the next things
just don't come together. It's hard
to put your finger on one reason for
the turnaround from the night before."

Central men's varsity
vs.
Western Washington
February 11
7:30 p.m.
Nicholson Pavilion

Varsity women roll over Whitworth
Pirates in front of home crowd
In the second game of the tripleheaderTuesday night, the women's
varsity basketball team beat Whitworth 60-52.
Senior center Sonia Swan led
the team with 17 rebounds as it
out-rebounded the Pirates 56-29.
Shealsohadagame-high 1'&.points.
The on1y other Central plh~r in
double figures was Nikki Pusey
with 14 points. She pui}ed down

seven boards.
TaraFlugel dropped in 13 points
and pulled down six rebounds to
lead Whitworth. Kristin Homer
also had six boards.
The women are back in action
tonight against Alaska-Southeast.
Theirnext home action is Tuesday
when they battle Seattle Pacific at
5 p.m. in Nicholson Pavilion.

CWU vs. LCS
After an impressive performance
on Friday night, the lady 'Cats

\"tET Siio
~"\'\ BAX:EBY ~~~
* Donuts & Coffee Special
in the momlng before 8 :00 a.m.

-----------------------*Lunch Speicals Daily
•Sandwich
•Soup

•Salads

---------------------*Birthday Cakes or cakes for special occasions

**START 1989 OUT RIGHT**

lsYour
Perm Dry?
It doesn't have to be. Kenra's new VOLUME PERM
has a Moisture Recovery
System that doesn't force
moisture out of the hair. Get
shiny, long-lasting curls
with great texture. Ask your
stylist for the Kenra Volume

~K!a

Are you a motivated individual with a proven
track record? Will you graduate in Spring, Summer or Fall, 1989? Do you desire to apply your
Applied Mathematics or Business degree in a
team-oriented corporate environment?
If you answered "YES" to all questions, we
may have an opportunity for you.
SAFECO will be on campus Feb. 28th. recruiting for full-time and summer actuarial positions.
Check the Career Planning and Placement
Center for details
~Qi~/

/QlfPll,qj
~putfo,J//t~ JU:·

508 E. 3rd. and
Sampson

962-2550
Open 9-5
~venings

by appointment

@J~8E~kQ

AUTO ·HOME. LIFE -auSt-JESS

· An equal opportunity employer

SWEATSHIRT
OF THE WEEK
25% OFF
Offer available Jan. 26 - Feb. 1, 1989.
limited to stock. on hand and not valid with any other coupon or offer.
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Swimmers come away from weekend empty-handed
by KEVIN DEKOSTER
Contributing Writer

Central's men's swim team traveled to Anchorage for two meets
against NCAA Division II University of Alaska-Anchorage and came
away empty-handed as the Seawolves swept both meets, 70-25 and
58-37.
Central has a 7-3 record despite a
young team. Underclassmen make
up 70 percent of the team.
In the first meet, Alaska swept
the top two spots in six of the nine
indi vi dual events including a sweep
(first through third) in the 100- and
200-yard freestyles.
"We did not swim well this weekend," head coach Lori Clark said.
Central was led by sophomore
Buzz Vickery who was victorious
in the 200-yard butterfly (2:05.79)
while teaming up with Dan Balderson, Andy Platte and Scott Yates
for first place in the 200-yard medley relay (1:41.92).
Freshman Scott Ericson battled
stroke for stroke with two Alaska

swimmers before placing third in
the 1,000-yard freestyle (10:18.79,
Central's season-best). Only two
seconds separated the top three
swimmers.
In the second contest, the Wildcats had first place finishes from
Ericson in the 100-yard backstroke
(58.19), Vickery in the 200-yard
individual medley (2:07.55) and
Balderson in the 100-yard breast
stroke (1 :03.26).
Central finished strong in the 100yard butterfly as Mike Platte (57.13),
Chad Youngquist (57 .14) and Mike
Sandbeck (57.67) finished second,
third and fourth, respectively.
The women did not fare well either as they traveled to Pullman to
takeonNCAADivisionIWashingtonState University. The final score
was 141-64.
Freshman Allison Walsh led the
Wildcats, swimming the 1,000
freestyle in 11 :02.50, a season best
for the lady 'Cats.
"Allison swam an exceptional
race in the 1,000 free," studentcoach Jeff Hillis said.
Shari Mars, a first-year swimmer, placed fir:st in the 500-yard

Scott Yates swims strong for Central in the 400-yard medley relay. (Photo by Steve Douglas)
freestyle with a time of 5:33.73.
Freshman Tyann Youngquist,
who was sick the entire week before the meet, placed second in the
200 freestyle (2:02.64), only one
second off her best time.

1989
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A TIME FOR CHANGE
CUT ...
PERM ...
COLOUR ...
CALL THE EXPERTS
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"Overall, the women's team is
However, he quickly added, "A
swimming well, especially the fresh- lot of the swimmers should swim
men," Hillis said. "We just do not much better at nationals."
have the depth in terms of potential
Both the men and women were at
national champions like we have Whitman Tuesday for a meet against
had in the past."
the Missionaries.
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RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING

Look for our Marketing club coupon!

Joseph and Robyn Kingston

925-EDGE
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TRY HANS' GYM
~
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TONE UP WITH WEIGHTS OR
BURN THOSE
CALORIES WITH AEROBICS
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YOUR UNCLE WANTS
TO PAY FOR COLLEGE. BUT ONLY
IF YOU'RE GOOD ENOUGH.
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DISCOUNTS
•
OVER 7,000 LBS. FREE WEIGHTS
CENTERLINE GYM EQUIPMENT
Ellensburg's Most Complete Fitness Center

Army ROTC offers qualified students twoand three-year scholarships that pay tuition
and required educational fees and provide
an allowance for textbooks and supplies .
You'll also receive up to a $1000 grant
each school year the scholarship is in effect.
So find out today if you qualify.
For more information, contact Dave
Turban at (509) 963-3518.

ARMY ROTC

208 West 5th

Open 7 Days
a week

962-9277

THE SMARTEST COLlEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
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Coach pleased with wrestlers JV hoopsters on a roll
by ROY ELIA
by MARK WAVRA
Staff Writer

After being upset with his team's
performance for the past two
weeks, Wildcat wrestling coach
Hedj Nelson said, "We're really
coming on."
Central' s victory over Highline
and their performance at the PLU
Tournament support Nelson's
quote.

CWU vs. Highline
Eight Wildcat grapplers routed
the Highline squad. Only five of
the eight wrestlers who traveled to

Highline regularly wrestle on the
varsity team.
Sandy Stevenson, 142 pounds,
Matt Hume, 167 pounds, and Ed
Lacross, 190 pounds, chalked up
victories for the 'Cats. Three junior
varsity 'Cats weighed in and gained
points by forfeit.
"We weren't too worried about
that one," Nelson said.

CWU at PLU tourney
"I wasn't happy at all with our
Portland State tournament, but I'm
really pleased with our performance at PLU," Nelson said.
Senior Chris Mason (126 lbs.)

placed second, winning five of his
seven matches that day. Both Ed
LaCross (190 lbs.) and heavyweight
Todd Griffith garnered fourth place
finishes.
"Mason had a bad tournament at
Portland State (where he was
beaten). He's got a lot more potential than that. He really came back,
got his act together and got second," Nelson said.
The 'Cats took seventh in team
standings.
Central meets with Big Bend for
their next varsity competition in
Moses Lake tonight at 7.

For your infortnation:
Pool Hours
January

26
27
28
29
30
31

pool closed
5 p.m. - 7:45 p.m.
1 p.m. - 4:45 p.m.
1 p.m. - 4:45 p.m.
pool closed
pool closed
8 p.m. - 9:45 p.m.

February

Swimmers are required to be out of the gym 15 minutes after the pool
closes.

Tracksters compete at EWU Invite
Members of Central's track and field squad traveled to Eastern
Washington University in Cheney Saturday to participate in the
Spokane Fitness Invitational. This was the first indoor track meet of the
season.

Aaron to miss
tonight's game
Carl Aaron, starting senior forward for the Central men's varsity basketball team is having
minor surgery and will miss
tonight's game against Northwest College.
Aaron is having a growth surgically removed and may also
miss Saturday's contest against
Seattle University. He is averaging 19·.7 points and6.3 rebounds
for the Wildcats.

PUZZLE SOLUTION

Staff Writer

Winner of two of its last three
games going into a home contest
with Pacific Lutheran's junior varsity Tuesday, Central Washington's
men's junior varsity travel to Walla
Walla tonight for a showdown with
the Warriors starting at 8.
The Wildcats return to Nicholson
Pavilion Monday night to oppose
Whitworth' s junior varsity squad at
5:15.
CWU split a pairof games against
junior college foes this past week.

CWU vs. Big Bend
Central exploded for 49 secondhalf points, including 23 free throws
in 26 attempts, in registering its
third win of the season.
"We're getting to the point now
where we have confidence," head
coach Jeff Olwell said. "That is

what it (basketball) is all about."
A key factor in Central' s secondhalf success was handling Big
Bend's pressure defense, Olwell
noted.
"We sucked it up," Olwell said,
"and made a mature decision or
two."
Dave Kinnaman scored 24 points
to lead the Wildcats. Tim Helgeson
and Craig Wise tallied 13 each.

CWU vs. Wenatchee
Despite 23 points from Kinnaman, the Wildcats suffered a stinging loss on a Knight basket at the
buzzer.
. "It was a great game," Olwen
said. "Youth cost us. We made a
couple of immature decisions."
The Wildcats dominated statistically, "except for the fact that we
lost," 01 well said. "We didn't handle
the pressure. We learned a lot from
that."

Junior varsity men down
Pacific Lutheran JV team
The men's junior varsity squad
won their second game in a row
and third in four outings Tuesday
night. They beat the Pacific Lutheran junior varsity team 93-74.
Despite a 23-point performance
by PLU's Mike Hogan, the Lutes
could not overcome a 41-32
halftimedeficit. The 'Cats went to

the line 34 times, connecting on 25
atfempts.
Tim Helgeson had 21 points to
lead Central. He also contributed
six rebounds. Dave Kinnaman
added 13 points, while Brian Link
and Craig Wise each added 12. Bill
Tonge pulled down a game-big~
seven boards to pace the 'Cats.

..........,,....................r.-............tl'.......................

Four

RESULTS:

Winds

Women's 800 meter run: Kristelle Arthur, 2nd (2:22.20)
Dionne Wimmer, 5th (2:35.00)
Women's mile run: Heather Lucas, 1st (5:17.48)
Leanne Trople, 4th (6:04.50)
Men's SS meter dash: James Mitchell, 4th (6.54)

Book
Store

Used books traded at 2040 % face value

1/2 Price Ski SaJe
Prices good Thursday - Friday -Saturday

Ski Parkas

Skis

Columbia-Roffe
White Fir-Subello

K2- Blizzard
Pre- Elan

1/2 off Retail

3 days only
50%.-60% off Retail

Bibs- Men and Women
Stretch pants
One piece suits
Gloves

Ski Poles-(Reflex)
Car racks
Ski Bags
Ski grabber (carrier)

Cross Country Pkg. Save 50 %
Jarvinen Flex Ski
RangerBoot
Fiberglass Pole
3 Pin Binding
Ski Coats
@eg.$223.99)

$111 95

Quality is The Differe nee
Term Papers, Resumes, Letters, Placement Files,
Tape Transcription, Photocopies, Term Projects,
Masters Theses

*Editing
*Campbell's format
*APA format *Turabian format
*REASONABLE RATES *
-Resume counseling-Free estimates-

•

925-9225

222 E. 4~, Suite D
Corner of 4th & Ruby
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Ethics extend to all aspects of wrestler's life
by Mark Wavra
Staff Writer ·

Roger Shoup personifies sportsmanship. His natural ethics coupled
with his competitive drive not only
pertain to the wrestling mat or the
football field but they extend to all
aspects of his life. .
When asked for an interview he
insisted that other people deserve
attention more than he.
"I'm not doing badly but I don't
feel great enough to deserve this.
I'm working hard and all but so is
everybody else," Shoup said.
Shoup wrestles for Central' s varsity squad at 177 pounds. Wrestling takes precedence in his life but
it does not dominate his lifestyle.
"I'll practice and work out for up
to four hours a day, but I'll still try
to take care of all my schoolwork.
That's my life right now; school
and wrestling," he said.
He also plays varsity football for
Central.
Born in Connecticut, he and his
family have lived on various submarine bases in the United States.
His father is a retired chief petty
officer with the Navy and his
mother, who is now a secretary,
spent her time raising Roger and his
three brothers.
Shoup's older brother inspired
him to wrestle.

Roger Shoup
"I started wrestling in the seventh
grade because I admired my older
brother who wrestled. I've been
wrestling ever since."
His wrestling career throughout
high school was a labor oflove. As
a freshman, he remained undefeated
at junior high competition earning a
districtchampionshipat 155pounds.
Then, as a sophomore at Sammamish High School he made it to
state as an alternate at 148 pounds.
His junior year he returned at 158
pounds, after losing 25 pounds during the season, but did not place. He
improved as a senior and placed
second in the AAA state competition at 178 pounds. During the
same year he won the state freestyle

wrestling tournament.
When asked about his second
place at state, Shoup said, "I wasn't
disappointed because it was a good
match and I had a great season. .
I won 36 matches in a row and five
tournaments, so I can't complain."
As a freshman at college, Shoup
started wrestling for Central at 177
pounds. A broken ankle sidelined
him early in the season, but he still
worked on his upper body to get
ready for this season.
When this year came, however,
he broke his wrist. He could have
given up, but Shoup' s strong will to
succeed and his posistive attitude
helped him bounce back.
"It's kind of frustrating right now.
I'm stagnant. I'm working really
hard but I don't seem to be moving
ahead yet," yet.
Shoup' s record this season
amounts to 16 wins and 10 losses.
·He does not consider this a disappointment, but an inspirational for
self-improvement.
"I feel like a freshman starting '
out all over again," said Shoup. "I
first need to get my attitude back together and then I can go again."
Not only does he feel the need to
help himself, his strong team orientation compells him to help the team.
"Wrestling is mostly individual,
but I've made a commitment and
there are other teammates involved.

You've got to make a sacrifice for
them too."
Shoup' s goals also reveal a lot
about his character. First, he wants
to wrestle to the best of his abilities.
"My long range goal is to make it
to the Olympics in '92 or '96- but
I'm a long way off from that," he

said.
Another close-goal is to attain a
business administration degree. He
hopes to combine his love for athletics and fitness and the business
degree to own and manage a gym in
the future.

Bike race set for Feb. 4 at
John Wayne Memorial 'Trail
The John Wayne Memorial
Trail near Cle Elum is this year's
location for a tough mountain
bike race in the snow.
Feb. 4 is the date for Snow
Hopper '89, the second annual
snow race sponsored by Alki
Bicycle Club of Seattle.
The John Wayne Trail is
mostly flat and is covered with
snow. The 30-mile trail, which
is justofflnterstate-90, runs from
Easton to Stuart Anderson's
Springwood Ranch.
Spectators are welcome at the
Moore House in Cle Elum and at
the Springwood Ranch. Concessions will be offered at these iocations.
Prizes will be awarded to top
finishers in both the men's and
women's categories.

All preregistered participants
will receive T-shirts with the Snow
Hopper '89 logo.
Refreshments and bus transportation back to the starting point
also will be provided. A $15 registration fee is required to help
offset these expenses.
For registration forms or more
information, call Stu at Alki Bicycle Company in Seattle, (206)
937-8272. Day-of-the-race registration will be accepted, but a Tshirt cannot be guaranteed without preregistration.
To register the morning of the
race,meetattheJohn Wayne Trail
head between 8 and 9 a.m.
The John Wayne Trail is just
off exit 82 on 1-90 and is well
marked. Look for the big blue bus
- registration and refreshments
are inside.
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More than 3 million people in
Europe have learned the seceret of
losing weight. It's fast, safe, and
inexpensive. This revolutionary
plan is now available in the U.S.
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It's Happening
E1/erv Night

Soft Sunday
&
Slammers
Mellow Monday

Located: I block North of Safeway

Visa and Mastercard
accepted

Advisor - Kris Gentry

969-9100

Get your PADI full open water certification within a 10-day period, $160.
Sign up at Moser's Clothing and
Scuba Supplies. Your home for
Levi's. 118 E. Fourth, 925-1272.
Word Processing, typing. Experienced, reasonable, fast, accurate, all
forms. Spelling and grammar
corrected, Resume specialist, Term
papers, and Theses. BOOKMARK
SERVICES, 415 N. Pine St. 9626609 or 968-3228.
Dorm Fridge for rent! Great for beer
and other food. Call Mike at 9255138.
SUMMER CAMP JOBS FOR
MEN AND WOMEN. Hidden
Valley Camp interviewing February
14. Make appointment at Career
Planning and Placement Center.
SUMMER JOBS - Now accepting
applications. Large resort on the east
enterance to Glacier National Park,
Montana looking for students interested in summer employment for the
following positions: waitrons,
bartenders, kitchen help, cooks, retail
clerks, maids, cashiers, cocktail
waitrons, desk clerks, office personnel, maintenance, fuel attendants.
Hourly wage including room and
board. Write for application to: St.
Mary Lodge and Resort, P.O. Box
1617, Whitefish, MT 59937. Apply
now. St. Mary RB, Inc. is an equal
opportunity employer.
Are You Pregnant and considering
adoption? Our happy family would
love to have a new baby join us.
Expenses paid. Confidential. For
more about independent adoption,
please call our attorney collect.
(408)288-7100
A149.
Lose weight with ToppFast. Safe,
easy, delicious, and best of all FAST!
925-4754.
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Intram.ural standings-. as of January 23
Volleyball ,

Basketball
Men's X
Team
The Penetrators
Stew Crew
In & Out
Cowiche Flash
X-Men
Ranger

w

L

s

2
2
1
1
0
0

0
0
1
1
2
2

8.67
7
8.17
7
9
7.5

w

L

s

2
2
2
1
1
0
0
0

0
0
0

9.33
8.16
7
8.5
8.16
7.83
7
6.5

Men's Y
Team
Test Eagles
$40 Later & No Sense
Quick Shooting C-Men
Frazzini's
Choke RS
Ellensburg Video
Curt Johnson
Gumbies

1
2
2
2

MensZ

w

Team
Strawberry Cones
Twine Time
Two On You
Long Range
Pizza Mia
Night Train Express
Diamond Dave & Co.
Oak Rail

2
2
2
1
1
0
0
0

L
0

0
0
l
l
2
2
2

WQmen's W

Team
Lisa Robertson
Hoopsters
The Wild Ones
Rough-N-Rotcie
Slammers
Robin's DJ Dancemusic
Wild Warriors
Hoopin' Hoosiers
Tav

s
8.67
8.67
4.67
8.33
5.33
8.67
8
7.83

w

L

s

2
2

0
0
1
1
1
1
2
1
2

9
8.5
9.3
8.83
8.83
8.16
9.7
10
8

1

0
0

7 Q.m. League

G& Under A
Team
The Punishers
We're Getting Dirty
Al-Monty's A's
Next
Catfish Kids
Nards
Scoremongers
Cascade Cowboys

w

L

s

2
2
2
2
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
2
2
2
2

9.33
9.33
8.93
6
9
9
7.17
6.33

L
0
0
0
1
1
1
2
8.33

s

L
0
0
1
1
1
2
2

s

Team

w

L

s

Voo-Doo-A-Rama
ESL
Spiking Spazez
Mentholatum Rub
Volley brawlers
Dynamic-8

3
3
2
1
0
0

0
0
1
2
3
3

10
10
10
9.6
10
8

Q& Under(;;

w

Team
Spanky's
Buckboard
The Mogs
Looped
Bad Medicine
Yes
Raspy Running Rebels
The Righteous Dudes 0

2
2

i
1
1
0
2

6 & UnderB
Team
w
The Horseshoe
2
Bound For Glory
2
Pine Riders
1
Fly Birds
1
Disoriented Nude Women
1
- Rangers
0
Pre-Game Team
0
6~

Team
Hoosiers
Caddy &Co.
Ultimate Illusion
George
Revelation
POWs
Bruisers
2 Drunk 2 Dunk

UnderD

w
1
2
2
2
0
0
0
0

L
1
0
0
0
1
2
2
2

9.33
8.33
8)3
9.33
8.33
5.83
8.33

8.4
7
8.67
7.5
6.83
8.83
7.8

8 Q.m. Leagye

Team

w

L

s

Smash&Dash
Kamola Chisors
The Smiths
The Cossacks
Knight Caps
Muzzall Wonderkids

3
2
2

0

9.5
10
9.5
9.33
9
9.5

I
1
2
2

1
0

3

9 n.m. League

Team
NSDII
5:00Shadow
Think before you drink
Twin Towers & Co.
The Triggers
Freedom Rock

w
3
2
2
1
0
0

L
0
1
I

2
3
3

s
9.5
9.2
9
10
9
6.5

s
7.66
7.5
7.5
6.5
9.33
8.67
6.33
4.16

Teams must mamtain a 4.5 sportsmanship rating to play in
league and must have a final rating of 6.5 or higher to qualify for
the playoffs.

7-ELEVEN

WINEGAR DAIRY
419W.15thAve.
925-1821

fAMllY DAIRY

ELLENSBURG, WASHINGTON 98926

STORE HOURS
11 :15am-6:30pm
Mon. thru Sat.

